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In this work, methods of increasing the efficiency of InGaN/GaN based quantum well
structures have been investigated based on the use of self assembly nanostructuring tech-
niques and the fabrication of hybrid organic/inorganic white light emitting structures. The
aim of investigating efficiency improvements in these structures is to enable the develop-
ment of higher efficiency white LEDs for the purposes of general illumination.
InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (MQW) nanorod arrays were fabricated by a top-
down, post growth technique, and the exciton dynamics have been investigated by a num-
ber of advanced optical facilities. The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) has been sig-
nificantly improved as a result of being fabricated nanostructure, leading to significant
change in recombination lifetime of carrier and enhancing the lateral confinement of the
exciton in the in-plane quantum well.
Blue emitting InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods were used to fabricate hybrid organic /
inorganic white light emitting structures, by spin coating light emitting polymer films
on the top of the nanorods. This allows the use of non-radiative, near-field coupling
of quantum well and light emitting polymer excitons. The high efficiency non-radiative
coupling was investigated by examining the change in exciton dynamics in the MQW. The
non-radiative energy transfer process was found to have a fast rate of 0.76ns−1, competing
with the non-radiative recombination pathways of the MQW.
The non-radiative energy transfer efficiency was found to increase by a factor of 6.7
with increasing temperature from 7K to 300K as a result of the thermal de-localization
of MQW excitons. The increase in non-radiative energy transfer efficiency is caused by
both the change in exciton dimensionality and the increase in excitonic diffusion length.
The effect of surface states on the optical properties of the InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod
arrays was examined with the use of silicon nitride films to passivate surface states.
An increase in MQW IQE and recombination lifetime was observed for the passivated
nanorods. The passivation of nanorods was found to increase the non-radiative energy
transfer coupling efficiency in the hybrid organic / inorganic white light emitting struc-
tures. This effect is attributed to the reduction in surface depletion region due to the
passivation of surface states leading to an increased exciton density in the outer region of
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This chapter seeks to identify the context of this thesis and introduce the motivation
and potential benefits of this area of research. The significant benefits and potential of
III-nitride based semiconductor optoelectronics will be introduced before looking at the
challenges that face this research area. The challenges facing III-nitrides will highlight
some of the interesting and important research opportunities. The scientific and technical
detail will be included in Chapter 2.
1.1.1 The Energy Crisis
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the UN official independent
scientific body set up to examine earth’s climate, now states that it is a "very high con-
fidence" that anthropogenic carbon emissions are the cause of the climate change seen
since the start of the industrial revolution [1]. As such, reductions in carbon emissions
are required to abate the potential problems associated with significant global climate
change. Electrical power generation is still dominated by carbon intensive sources such
as coal and natural gas, efforts are being made to increase the proportion of electrical
power generated by low-carbon, renewable sources such as wind turbines, solar cells, and
solar thermal power plants. The penetration of low carbon power generation technologies
still remains low and as such energy demand reduction policies are becoming increas-
ingly prominent and necessary. Alongside the need to reduce carbon emissions by energy
consumption reduction, there is also a further motivation for energy demand reduction
measures, energy security and resource depletion. Most electrical energy is still produced
by means of fossil fuels which are inherently finite resources, as demand for these re-
sources increases and their availability decreases, the prices of electrical energy increase
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Figure 1.1: The phase out of inefficient incandescent lighting sources brought into effect
by European legislation [6]
and supply becomes vulnerable to lack of resources.
In response to the looming energy crisis, many bodies globally are working on ini-
tiatives to reduce energy usage through demand reduction, for example in the UK the
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) have been conducting consultations
in order to determine future policy steps to reduce energy demand [2]. Globally, lighting
is a major consumer of energy, with 1.9Gt of CO2 emitted per year due to lighting ap-
plications [3]. Any improvement in the efficiency of lighting technologies can therefore
have a significant impact on energy usage and CO2 emissions.
1.1.2 Lighting Technologies
Several different lighting technologies are regularly in use today, from high perfor-
mance electrical lighting to gas and kerosene lamps which are still in use in the devel-
oping world. The incandescent light bulb has changed little since it’s development by
Edison, with luminous efficacies still now only approaching 16 lm/W [4]. Incandescent
lighting works on the principal of increasing the temperature of a filament to generate
thermionic emission, this is the major efficiency limiting factor as most energy is emitted
as heat. The development of fluorescent lamps allowed higher luminous efficacies sev-
eral times higher than that of incandescents. Fluorescent lamps work on the principle of
gas discharge, where a gas is electrically excited and atomic transitions in the gas release
photons, phosphor materials are used to down-convert the emitted light into the visible
spectrum. Fluorescent lamps have enjoyed much success due to their reasonably high
luminous efficacies, taking a 53% market share in 2012 (including compact fluorescent
(CFL)) [5]. Although compact fluorescent lamps have made it possible to use fluores-
cent lamps in more compact designs, they still have relatively large footprints and are not
scalable over a wide range of sizes. As fluorescent lamps are based on mercury vapour
discharge, they rely on the use of toxic mercury which, alongside inefficient incandescent
lamps, faces a gradual phase out by European legislation[6], as shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.2: The luminous efficacies of various lighting technologies plotted for the year
of their development by Narukawa et al. [4]
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are ubiquitous in the modern world, from humble be-
ginnings as simple low luminous flux indicators. LEDs now are used for numerous uses
including those that require high luminous fluxes such as back-lighting for liquid crystal
displays (LCDs), projectors, car headlamps and general illumination. During the last two
decades nitride LEDs have been developed at a significant rate to be able to compete with
existing lighting technologies as shown in Figure 1.2. In order to be a competitive technol-
ogy, LED performance has to be significantly better that other technologies owing to the
inherently more expensive techniques required such as epitaxial growth and packaging.
1.2 The History of Nitride Semiconductors
The first visible light emitting LED was demonstrated in 1962 using a GaAsP het-
erostructure [7]. Since then the III-V semiconductor materials have been used to create
LEDs with a variety of emission wavelengths. The limitation of the GaAsP system is that
the bandstructure of the material becomes indirect when the phosphorous mole fraction
increases to a level above GaAs1−xPx for x = 0.49 [8]. It wasn’t until the realisation of
good quality direct, wide-bandgap semiconductors based on the III-nitrides that the full
visible spectrum, and therefore white LEDs became a practical possibility. Before the
arrival of GaN based blue LEDs the only way to create blue emitting LEDs was with indi-
rect SiC resulting in extremely low efficiencies with EQE reaching a maximum of 0.03%
at an emission wavelength of 470nm [9]. The utility of the III-nitride semiconductors
comes from the wide range of bandgaps achievable with ternary and quaternary alloys of
Al/In/Ga-N reaching from the UV with AlN at 6.2eV and InN at 0.7eV as seen in Figure
1.3. Until significant breakthroughs in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, work was limited
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Figure 1.3: The bandgap energies of various semiconductors plotted against their lattice
constants
to examining the growth, structural and material properties of gallium nitride thin films,
limited by the low crystal quality and inability to grow p-type GaN.
GaN and the related III-nitrides had been a subject of research on a relatively mi-
nor scale over the 20th century since the first synthesis of a group III nitride material,
AlN in 1907 [10]. In 1969 Maruska et al. succeeded in growing single crystalline GaN
using the hydride vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE) crystal growth technique [11] (growth
techniques will be covered in more detail in Chapter 2). This breakthrough allowed the
direct band structure of GaN to be experimentally measured by optical absorption, and
the wide band gap measured as 3.39eV. This practical demonstration of the potential of
III-nitride materials as direct wide bandgap semiconductors was followed by attempts
to apply these new materials to optoelectronic devices. An electroluminescent GaN
metal/insulator/semiconductor LED grown by HVPE was reported in 1971 by Pankove et
al. [12]. Although an important development, the performance of this metal/insulating/n-
type structured device was significantly hindered by the lack of p-type GaN. In the same
year, single crystal GaN was also grown by Metal Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition
(MOCVD) [13], this constituted a significant step in III-nitride development due to the
utility of MOCVD as a growth technique capable of mono-layer deposition, which is a
prerequisite for the growth of the types of device structures required for optoelectronics
such as quantum wells and heterostructures.
Following these achievements, the continuation of III-nitride research was carried out
mainly by groups in Japan and this is where the next significant breakthroughs were made.
Throughout the 1980’s the focus was on improvements in material synthesis, improving
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the crystal quality of epitaxially grown III-nitride materials. One of the significant bar-
riers was to achieve high quality smooth films on the foreign substrates that were avail-
able. In 1986, Amano and Akasaki developed the well-known two-step approach using
MOCVD to generate high quality films, namely, a thin AlN nucleation layer is initially
deposited at a low temperature on a sapphire substrate (at 600◦C), before the growth of
high temperature GaN layer at 1030◦C [14, 15]. This two step technique has the effect
of forming polycrystaline AlN on the sapphire surface which acts as a high density of
nucleation centres for the high temperature GaN growth. The GaN growth then laterally
coalesces essentially blocking propagation of defects from the low crystal quality AlN
nucleation layer. This technique marked a significant milestone in the development of
epitaxial growth of GaN with the high crystal qualities required for the fabrication of op-
toelectronic devices and will be covered in detail in Chapter 2. Nakamura demonstrated
that this two step process can also be used to produce high quality GaN films using a low
temperature GaN nucleation layer [16].
The major breakthrough allowing the development of high efficiency nitride semicon-
ductor devices was the ability to grow and activate p-type gallium nitride with reasonable
conductivity. Despite the ability to incorporate Mg into GaN films with concentrations
high enough for doping, films were still found to be strongly resistive, Amano et al. used
Low Energy Electron Beam Irradiation (LEEBI) to treat the GaN:Mg layers activating the
p-type properties [17]. After exposure to the LEEBI, the resistivity dropped to 35Ω cm
from > 108Ω cm for the untreated samples. The activation step was found to result from
the presence of hydrogen in the GaN:Mg, with the formation of Mg:H complexes. The
activation step removed the hydrogen allowing the magnesium to act as a p-type dopant.
Shuji Nakamura demonstrated that the p-type activation could be achieved with a post
growth thermal annealing of the GaN:Mg film [18]. This development is of significant
importance as it allowed the growth of GaN p-n junctions using MOCVD and commer-
cially applicable technologies.
Following the work allowing the MOCVD growth of high quality GaN films on
sapphire substrates and the development of repeatable p-doping techniques, develop-
ment then focussed on addressing the potential of III-nitrides as short wavelength LEDs
and laser diodes (LDs). In 1993 Nakamura demonstrated visible light emission using
InGaN, after growing InGaN/InGaN MQW superlattices [19]. In the following year,
Nakamura built on this development to produce electroluminescence through the use of
InGaN/AlGaN double-heterostructures to produce blue emitting LEDs [20]. With the
demonstration of these improvements and the long anticipated potential of III-nitride
based optoelectronics begining to be realised, interest in III-nitride research expanded
hugely as can be seen from Figure 1.4 by Akasaki [21] showing the number of GaN
related research papers increasing significantly through the early 1990s.
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Figure 1.4: The number of papers published with keywords GaN as a function of publi-
cation year from Akasaki and Amano [21]
1.3 Current Challenges and Limitations
Despite the successes that III-nitride semiconductors have enjoyed in the last two
decades, significant challenges still prevent III-nitride based white LEDs reaching their
theoretical potential. White light sources are predicted to reach maximal spectral lumi-
nous efficacies of between 250− 350lm/W depending on the quality of the colour(colour
rendering index) [22]. In order to achieve these spectral luminous efficacies, high device
efficiencies are required such as the Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE), External Quan-
tum Efficiency (EQE) and wall-plug efficiency. The quantum efficiencies describe the
conversion of the injected excited carriers to photons, in the case of IQE, only the fraction
of generated photons compared to excited carriers is considered, for EQE the extraction of
photons out of the device is also considered. The wall-plug efficiency describes the total
power conversion efficiency of the device, including the IQE, light extraction efficiency
(LEE) and electrical losses (such as parasitic resistances or current leakage).
Substrates
Unlike silicon, germanium and other III-V semiconductors such as GaAs, GaN single
crystal boules cannot be grown by the standard equilibrium growth techniques such as the
Czochralski method [23] due to the high bonding energy of III-nitride materials [24–26].
As a result, bulk GaN wafers are still not widely available, and are extremely expensive.
The majority of III-nitrides grown for commercial purposes are hetero-epitaxially grown
on sapphire, silicon carbide or silicon substrates. Hetero-epitaxy poses significant chal-
lenges to achieving high quality single crystal structures required for high performance
opto-electronics, such as lattice mismatch and differences in thermal expansion coeffi-
cients [27]. The most common substrate for III-nitrides is sapphire (α − Al2O3). Due
to the significant lattice mismatch between GaN and sapphire, GaN growth on sapphire
proceeds with a rotation around the c-axis of 60◦ [28]. In order to reduce the lattice mis-
match bulk GaN substrates are an area of research, using techniques such as HVPE [29]
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to grow thick GaN layers on foreign substrates that can then be separated to become free
standing GaN substrates, and the high pressure, high temperature ammonothermal growth
using supercritical ammonia to dissolve and re-crystallize GaN powder [24–26]. Both of
these techniques however are extremely expensive and face significant challenges in re-
ducing the cost to be competitive with sapphire. Another approach taken has been the
use of silicon substrates for GaN growth. The lattice constants and thermal expansion
coefficients of GaN and silicon are significantly different. Leading to extensive problems
in reducing defect density of the hetero-epitaxial GaN films. The benefit of growth on
silicon substrates is that the cost of silicon is lower than sapphire. Larger substrate diame-
ters are available and silicon semiconductor fabrication facilities can be adapted for LED
fabrication.
Quantum Confined Stark Effect
As will be covered in more depth in Chapter 2, III-nitride semiconductors are predom-
inantly a wurtzite crystal structure and are polar materials. Due to the symmetry of the
wurtzite crystal lattice GaN layers are polar along the c-direction (0001), as such, when
subjected to strain, the III-nitride semiconductors exhibit a piezo-electric field. As there
is a lattice mismatch between GaN, InN and AlN, growth of hetero-structures of different
III-nitrides and their alloys introduces strain to the lattice and leads to piezoelectric fields.
As visible light emitting diodes are based on InGaN multiple quantum wells with GaN
barriers, a piezoelectric field is generated across the quantum wells. Analogous to the
stark effect in atomic spectra where an external electric field shifts the nucleus and elec-
trons in opposite directions this piezoelectric field separates electron and hole wavefunc-
tions in the quantum well active region and reduces the radiative recombination lifetime,
and hence efficiency. GaN and InN have similar spontaneous polarization coefficients,
as such in InGaN/GaN structures, the piezoelectric fields dominate over spontaneous po-
larization fields [30]. The characteristic effects of QCSE on carriers in a quantum well
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, including a red-shift in emission wavelength
and an increase in the radiative recombination lifetime due to the reduction in electron-
hole wavefunction overlap. In order to address the visible wavelength region, alloys of
InGaN are used to achieve the corresponding band gap energies. Due to the increasing lat-
tice mismatch between GaN and InGaN with increasing In composition, longer emission
wavelengths face significantly stronger QCSE, reducing the efficiency of longer emission
wavelength III-nitride based devices.
Attempts to abate QCSE in III-nitride devices are either focused on reducing strain in
the InGaN/GaN structures or growing structures in other orientations to reduce the com-
ponent of piezoelectric field in the confinement direction of InGaN quantum wells. Strain
relaxation can be induced by different methods, either the use of strain relaxing buffer
layers such as superlattices [31] to change the effective lattice constant of the material, or
the use of nanostructures [32–34] allowing stain relaxation in lattice mismatched films.
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The majority of III-nitride opto-electronics are grown on c-plane sapphire substrates
where the polarization direction is in the (0001) growth direction, if substrates of another
orientations are used, with a reduced or zero component of the c-projection in the growth
direction, the piezoelectric field across the quantum wells can be reduced or removed.
This can significantly improve the performance of InGaN/GaN quantum well structures
due to the significant reduction in QCSE [35–38].
The growth or fabrication of nanostructures such as nanorods or nanoholes through
epitaxial planar surfaces of InGaN/GaN quantum well structures is an increasingly pop-
ular method of generating strain relaxation in InGaN quantum wells. Numerous reports
using nanorods [33, 34, 39] and other nanostructures [32] have investigated nanostructur-
ing related strain relaxation. Through the breaking of the crystal lattice in the plane of the
quantum wells, the lattice can relax to a more energetically favourable relaxed state, and
by the Poisson effect, a change in the effective lattice constant in the plane of the quan-
tum well will correlate to a change in the vertical effective lattice constant. Due to the
fact that nanostructures can be fabricated after standard growth using cost effective self
assembly techniques [33, 40], this approach to reducing QCSE and therefore increasing
IQE is currently an active area of research with significant potential performance benefits.
Efficiency Droop
In order to achieve the highest light output from an LED at the lowest cost, ideally,
LEDs would be operated at high efficiencies under high injection current regimes in order
to maximize the light output per device. Unfortunately III-nitride based LEDs exhibit
behaviour described as efficiency droop, where the highest device efficiency occurs at
low injection current densities, and the efficiency drops with increased injection current.
This effect is shown in Figure 1.5 by Cho et al. [41], where efficiency droop can be
seen in violet, blue and green emitting InGaN LEDs. As the effect of efficiency droop
is so potentially detrimental to the performance of the high brightness LEDs required
for general illumination purposes, droop remains a significant focus of research in III-
nitrides. The cause(s) of efficiency droop are still a matter of much debate in the III-nitride
community with many different proposed causes and no overriding consensus of a single
cause. The main theories still under consideration are indirect Auger recombination [42],
current leakage [41] and Density Affected Defect Recombination (DADR) [43, 44].
Auger related processes were proposed as the cause of the efficiency droop phe-
nomenon in 2007 by Shen et al. of Phillips Lumileds company [45]. Auger recombination
requires three carriers, either an electron and two holes or two electrons and one hole. As
the electron and hole recombine, the energy is transferred to the third carrier, instead of
being released from the crystal as a photon. The Auger recombination process will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The initial report used photoluminescence to investigate
the Auger recombination in InGaN MQWs using recombination rate equations to deter-
mine the Auger coefficient. In 2013 a report was published by Iveland et al. with direct
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Figure 1.5: Efficiency droop of InGaN MQW based LEDs of various wavelengths by Cho
et al. [41]
observation of high energy electrons associated with indirect Auger recombination in an
InGaN LED device under electrical injection [42]. In this work the device was cleaved
in a vacuum chamber and the cleaved faced coated with caesium. The caeseated surface
is able to electroluminesce when electrons with high enough energy to excite caesium
atomic transitions collide with the caesium coated surface. Using this technique it was
found that under high injection current conditions, photo-emission from a higher energy
electron is observed in the caesium electroluminescence, which is attributed to the Auger
process.
Regardless of the underlying fundamental physical cause of efficiency droop, it is a
phenomenon that exists at high carrier densities, therefore currently, the most effective
techniques to combat droop are those those that reduce carrier density in a device. This
can be achieved in a number of different ways, such as increasing the active volume of
a device, and therefore reducing effective carrier density. This either requires the use
of large area devices (increasing cost per device) or the use of thicker active regions,
which is typically not possible in polar structures due to the limitations of the quantum
confined stark effect. Another approach to reduce carrier density is to reduce the radiative
recombination lifetime of carriers in the active region in order to reduce the overall carrier
density. Reducing recombination lifetimes can be achieved by increasing electron/hole
wavefunction overlap by reducing the piezoelectric field across quantum wells by either
strain relaxation or growth of quantum wells in non-polar orientations.
White LEDs
There are a range of issues effecting the performance of white LEDs, from colour
quality issues to colour stability [46]. Furthermore, there are significant intellectual prop-
erty rights issues surrounding phosphors [47]. Early white LEDs had particularly low CRI
values with blue heavy spectra. One of the most significant barriers to the widespread
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Figure 1.6: An image from Krames et al. [50] showing the quantum efficiencies of LEDs
of different materials systems at various wavelengths. The so called ”green gap” between
high efficiency blue and red emitting LEDs is clear. With the human eye responsivity plot
centred in the green/yellow spectral region
adoption of LEDs for general illumination is the significantly higher price compared to
other lighting technologies. Increasing production capacity and competition are driving
down LED prices yet some obstacles remain for the newer LED manufacturers partic-
ularly throughout China. One of these issues is the control over phosphor intellectual
property by the well established LED manufactures and in particular Nichia due to their
history as a phosphor company. The phosphor materials used in white LEDs currently
are based on the use of rare earth metals such as yttrium, cerium and europium. Due to
their scarce nature, rare earth metals are extracted at a small number of sites around the
world, as such the market for rare earth metals (and therefore white LED phosphors) is
strictly controlled [48, 49]. This situation reduces competition and can drive up prices of
phosphor materials, affecting the white LED market.
The problem facing mixed, discrete colour LEDs (e.g. red, green, blue or red, yellow,
green, blue) is the lack of high efficiency LEDs emitting in the spectral region between
blue and red, termed the green gap. Due to the large lattice mismatch between InN and
GaN, the high indium composition InGaN alloys required to achieve emission at wave-
lengths longer than the blue spectral region lead to very significant QCSE that limits
performance. The green gap can be seen in Figure 1.6. Red emitting LEDs with good
EQE values are achievable using the AlInGaP materials system, however at wavelengths
below 560nm the bandgap becomes indirect and high efficiencies are no longer achievable
[50]. Due to these issues, along with the inherently higher costs associated with growing
fabricating and packaging three or more individual LEDs, mixed colour LEDs are not
currently competitive in performance or price with down-conversion LEDs.
Due to the dual issues of phosphor performance and the phosphor market, alternative
routes to generating white light using LEDs are an interesting and important prospect.
The potential solutions are either to find alternative down-conversion materials or to use
entirely LED based solutions, for example mixtures of blue, green and red emitting LEDs.
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Any material that absorbs shorter wavelength visible light and re-emits at longer visible
wavelengths can potentially be used as a phosphor material. In practical terms, in-order
to produce high luminous efficacy white LEDs, the conversion efficiency of the material
must be high, to minimize conversion losses, and the emission wavelengths must be in
the correct region to properly replicate a white emission spectrum.
Light emitting organic molecules and polymers can display extremely high photolu-
minescence quantum yields (photons emitted / photons absorbed), with modern organic
light emitting materials having photoluminescence quantum yields of 85% [51]. A wide
variety of organic materials have been synthesised during the development of organic
LEDs and some specifically for hybrid organic/inorganic LED applications [52]. Guha et
al. demonstrated the potential of hybrid organic/inorganic LEDs in 1997, using a com-
mercial Nichia InGaN based blue LED and an organic florescent down conversion layer
constituting of organic materials of the coumarin class [53]. In this case, the organic
down-conversion material was acting directly as a phosphor replacement. In the same
year a separate report also demonstrated hybrid organic/inorganic devices emitting white
light using poly-phenylenevinylene (PPV) derivatives [54].
Other routes have also been used as phosphor replacement down-conversion, other
than fluorescent organic materials. Another area of strong research interest is the use of
colloidal quantum dots. Typically produced from II-VI, and less commonly III-V semi-
conductor materials, colloidal quantum dots or nano crystals have sizes on the order of
tens of nanometres creating three dimensionally confined carriers and as such typically
have spectrally narrow emission peaks. Lee et al. used a mixture of colloidal quantum
dots of different emission wavelengths suspended in a polymer matrix as a colour conver-
sion medium to generate white light under LED photo-excitation [55].
These approaches allow some of the issues with traditional phosphor materials to be
addressed. Traditional phosphors still dominate commercially available white LEDs due
to the immaturity of these promising, newer technologies. More recent research has fo-
cused on novel uses of down-conversion materials allowing the use of high efficiency
non-radiative coupling of down-conversion material to III-nitride LED. This will be cov-
ered in detail in Chapter 2.
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Semiconducting materials lie between conductors, with the potential for electrical
charge to flow freely and insulators, that prohibit charge flow. To explain the cause of this
behaviour we first have to examine the electrical properties of solid state materials. In the
solid state, atoms are bonded together through the interaction of the outer shell electrons
of each atom. The nature of the bonding is related to the atomic structure, with electrons
finding the most favourable (lowest) energy state. These bonding or valence electrons
are locked in orbitals in between the atoms of a solid, holding the structure together in a
lattice. Depending on the electronic structure of the lattice it is possible for some electrons
to be unbound and free to move through the lattice and hence conduct charge.
2.1.1 Band Structure
From atomic physics, the electron energy levels are quantized due to the wavelike
nature of electrons allowing the possibility of interference between electrons. This leads
to the electron orbitals of an atom being quantized. The de Broglie relationship, Equa-









From this relationship it follows that increasing the energy of an electron orbiting an atom
will have the inverse effect of reducing the wavelength of the electron. If the number of
wavelengths in an electron orbital is a non-integer number, the electron wavefunction will
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interfere with itself, leading to the condition that only integer factors of the lowest energy
(ground state) electron wavelength are allowed. This gives atoms a set of discrete, bound
electron energy levels up to the ionization energy where the electron is no-longer bound
to the atom.
When atoms are held together in a lattice, these discrete electron energy levels overlap.
The effect of this overlap is that the energy levels spread out to form bands. The valence
band contains electrons that are involved in the inter-atomic bonds and have insufficient
free energy to freely move through the lattice and the conduction band which contains
electrons with free energy high enough to allow them to move freely through the lattice.
As electrons are fermions, they are subject to the Pauli exclusion principle in that no two
electrons can occupy an identical quantum state. The distribution is described by the
Fermi-Dirac distribution:










Where EF (T ) is the Fermi level of the material. This describes the occupation of states as
a function of temperature. The wavenumber k of a charge carrier is related to wavelength
by Equation 2.4 and momentum by Equation 2.5, for ~ = h
2pi
. The band structure of a










The difference in energy between the conduction band minimum and valence band
maximum is the bandgap of the material, this corresponds to the minimum amount of
energy that an electron requires to be promoted from valence band maximum into the
conduction band minimum. This bandgap can be either direct or indirect depending on
whether the transition between bands requires a change in k and therefore momentum.
The dispersion relation in Figure 2.1 shows the difference between a direct and an indi-
rect semiconductor. It is clear that for the direct bandgap material, a transition from the
conduction band minimum to the valence band maximum requires no change in k. This
is in contrast to the indirect bandgap material where a change in k is required. For in-
direct bandgap materials this change in momentum must be supplied before a transition
can take place, this requires interaction with the lattice to change the momentum of the
carrier. Indirect transitions are therefore slower than direct bandgap transitions.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic showing the simplified band structure of a direct and an indirect
semiconductor
2.1.2 Electrons, Holes and Excitons
Electrons in a Periodic Potential
Electrons in a semiconductor material are the negative charge carriers. In order to
move freely through the lattice they must have enough free energy to exist in the conduc-
tion band. Following Kittel [1], an electron moving through a semiconductor lattice can
be expressed as a wave moving through the periodic potential of the lattice. Under these





When an electron absorbs energy greater than the bandgap energyEg, it is promoted to the
conduction band and is free to move through the lattice, this electron state in the valence
band is now vacant. This state, which is effectively a lack of an electron, is able to move
through the lattice as an electron does. This hole is a quasi-particle with a positive mass
mh and a positive electron charge e. As such the hole is able to move in the valence band.
It responds by moving in the opposite direction to an electron under the influence of an
electric field.
Excitons
Electrons and holes, with their opposite charges, experience a coulombic attractive
force when in close proximity. This allows them to form a stable bound pair called an
exciton. The model of a hydrogen atom with a single positive and a single negative
charge can be used to describe an exciton. Energy is used in breaking of the bonding of
an exciton and as such, excitonic recombination occurs at an energy below the bandgap
(this is shown schematically in 2.2). Using the hydrogen atom model [2] the exciton
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binding energy Eex can be expressed as:

















and r is the relative dielectric constant and RH is the Rydberg energy. The Rydberg
energy is the energy required to completely ionize a ground state electron from a hydrogen
atom (13.61eV ). The emission from excitonic recombination then occurs at an energy
lower than the bandgap energy (Eg) by the exciton binding energy E = Eg − Eex. The
optical properties of excitons will be covered in 2.1.5. For GaN, the free exciton binding
energy is around 20− 23meV [3]. This makes room temperature stable excitons possible
in GaN. Excitons in other III-nitrides and nitride nanostructures will be discussed in 2.1.7
2.1.3 Doping
In a perfect semiconductor material, with no defects or impurities, all electrons exist as
valence electrons unless ionised into the conduction band. This situation is not practically
possible and the inclusion of impurities into semiconductor materials is of significant im-
portance. The inclusion of other elements into a semiconductor can dramatically change
the carrier characteristics in the host material, this inclusion is called doping. For III-V
materials such as GaN, the group III element provides three valence electrons, where as
the group V element provides five. If a group IV element such as Si takes the place of a
Ga atom, an extra valence electron is added to the system creating an excess of electrons,
known as n-type doping. Likewise, if a group II element such as magnesium replaces
a gallium atom, the system is now deficient of a valence electron, which can be seen as
equivalent to adding holes to the system. This is p-type doping. In order to release the
excess carriers produced by dopant atoms, they must first be thermally ionized. A good
dopant therefore should have a low ionization energy relative to the thermal energy of the
lattice. The addition of dopants causes the position of the Fermi level to change relative
to conduction and valence bands. n-type doping leads to the Fermi level moving closer
to the conduction band, and p-type doping causes the Fermi level to move towards the
valence band.
2.1.4 Compound semiconductors
Other than the group IV semiconductors such as silicon and germanium, compound
semiconductors are also of great technological importance such as the group III-V semi-
conductors GaAs, GaN. Compound semiconductors can be binary as in these two exam-
ples or made up of more complex alloys such as ternary AlGaN, or quaternary AlInGaN.
Compound semiconductors tend to exhibit partially ionic bonding due to the relative sizes
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Material Bandgap Energy Corresponding Wavelength
GaAs 1.43 eV 870 nm
InAs 0.36 eV 3444 nm
InN 0.7 eV 1771 nm
GaN 3.44 eV 364 nm
AlN 6.2 eV 200 nm
CdS 2.42 512 nm
ZnSe 2.7 eV 459 nm
Table 2.1: The bandgap energy of various common semiconductor materials with corre-
sponding band gap wavelengths
of the different atoms involved. This partial ionicity leads to typically larger bandgaps
than the elemental semiconductors[4]. The bandgaps of compound semiconductors can
be continually tuned between the constituent binary compounds for example by varying
the In mole fraction in InGaN, bandgaps spanning the entire visible spectrum are acces-
sible. The change in bandgap with alloy composition is described by Vergard’s law, an
empirical relationship between alloy composition and bandgap.
Eg(InxGa1−xN) = xEInNg + (1− x)EGaNg − bx(1− x) (2.9)
Where b is the bowing parameter[5]. For InGaN however, the bowing factor has been
found to change with indium content making b(x)[6].
2.1.5 Semiconductor Optics
The interaction between carriers in the semiconductor and photons allows for inter-
esting optical processes to take place due to the band gap of semiconducting materials.
Using Equation 2.2 energy is expressed in units of electron volts . We find that the band
gaps of the common semiconductor materials from Table 2.1 [7] correspond to wave-
lengths of optical significance from infra-red to ultraviolet depending on material. The
region between conduction and valence bands contains no charge carrier states due to the
periodicity of the band structure. The only way for an excited electron in the conduction
band to relax back to the valence band is to lose the bandgap energy Eg. This can be a
radiative process, by emission of a photon, or a non-radiative process where the energy is
lost by non-optical means such as heat in the form of lattice vibrations.
2.1.6 Optical Transitions in Semiconductors
Some of the potential carrier recombination mechanisms are highlighted in 2.2. An
incident photon with energy larger than the bandgap energy Ehω > Eg can be absorbed
by an electron, promoting the electron up to the conduction band and leaving a hole in the
valence band. The electron can quickly lose the excess energy above the conduction band
edge Eg −Ehω by emission of phonons (lattice vibrations or heat). Statistically it is more
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energetically stable for the electron to lose the bandgap energy and recombine with the
hole in the valence band than to remain in an excited state [2]. After a characteristic time,
termed the spontaneous emission lifetime, the electron emits a photon of energy Eg and
returns to the valence band. It is also possible for a free exciton to recombine in the same
way, in this situation the energy of the emitted photon is reduced by the exciton bind-
ing energy Eg − Eexcitonbinding. When donor-acceptor recombination occurs the emitted
photon energy is reduced by the activation energy of the respective dopants. It is also for
the excited electron to non-radiatively recombine with the hole in the valence band. The
mechanisms for non-radiative recombination can be that the electron loses energy as heat
dropping down to the intermediate energy levels of defects in the lattice. Auger recombi-
nation is also possible, this is a three particle process. Where a recombining electron and
hole transfer their energy into a exciting a third carrier to an excited high energy state.
The recombination lifetime of the material is determined by the radiative recombi-
nation lifetime and the non-radiative recombination lifetime as shown in Equation 2.10
where τr and τnr are the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes respectively. The non-
radiative lifetime is sensitive to the quality of the material (e.g. defect density) and indi-
rectly to temperature as many non-radiative recombination centres are frozen out at low
temperature when the thermal energy is lower than the defect activation energy. The free










Figure 2.2: Possible carrier excitation and relaxation mechanisms. (a) absorption of a
photon with E > Eg (b) Spontaneous emission from band edge (c) Excitonic recombi-
nation (d) Donar acceptor recombination (e) Non-radiative recombination via defects or
deep level states
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2.1.7 Low Dimensional Structures
Through precise control of the growth of semiconductor materials it is possible to
alternate between different alloy compositions within several atomic layers (∼ 0.1-10’s
of nm). Structures on such small scales allow the potential to control carriers due to
spatial confinement effects. The de Broglie energy of an electron in the conduction band
of a bulk semiconductor is given by Equation 2.1. Where the momentum of the electron is










When the length scales of a structure become smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of
carriers in the material, the energies of such particles become quantized. This is analogous
to the discrete energy levels of electrons in an atom. Such effects are quantum in nature.
This is typically derived for the ‘particle in a box’ example using Equation 2.13 the time










Where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, m is the mass of the particle, Ψ(x, t) is the
wavefunction of the particle, V (x, t) is the potential energy of the particle and i is
√−1.
For a particle moving inside a box with zero potential in the region 0 < x < a and no
wavefunction outside the box, a freely propagating wavefunction of
Ψ(x) = N sin knxe
−iEnt/~ (2.14)
yields that the energy of the particle is expressed by Equation 2.15. n is an integer, giving










These quantum confined structures are also termed low dimensional structures, with
this one dimensional quantum well structure showing confinement in one dimension and
no confinement in the other two spatial dimensions. The quantum well structures can be
practically realised by growing alternate layers of semiconductor materials with different
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bandgaps. For example, GaN has a bandgap of 3.4eV and an alloy of InGaN has a smaller
bandgap, which depends on the relative content of In and Ga (InN bandgap being 0.7eV ).
A charge carrier can be confined in a thin layer of InGaN between barrier layers of GaN.
In typical usage it is common to use several quantum wells together to increase the active
area this is termed multiple quantum wells (MQW). Figure 2.3 shows the band structure
of a single InGaN/GaN quantum well with the electron and hole wavefunctions n = 1
and n = 2 levels.
Figure 2.3: An InGaN/GaN quantum well with schematic electron and hole wavefunc-
tions shown in the conduction and valence bands respectively
The use of such quantum well structures has multiple benefits for light emitting struc-
tures. The confinement of carriers in the quantum well region acts as a trap, where carriers
injected into the device remain until electrons drop back down to the valence band emit-
ting their excess energy as either light of heat. Control of the quantum well thickness also
allows the bandgap to be precisely controlled. This is evident from Equation 2.16 as the
wavenumber is dependent on the width of the well.
Excitons in Quantum Confined Structures
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, electron-hole pairs can coulombicly combine into ex-
citons. In quantum confined structures the electron-hole wavefunctions are spatially con-
fined which can significantly influence the exciton binding energy of excitons within the
nanostructure[11]. The exciton binding energy in InGaN quantum wells can be signifi-
cantly higher than that of the bulk semiconductor of the order of 50meV [12].
2.1.8 p-n Junctions
When a p-doped and n-doped semiconductor are brought together the excess of elec-
trons in the n-type and the excess of holes in the p-type combine in the interface. Electrons
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Figure 2.4: Band structures of an un-doped semiconductor, an unbiased p-n junction and
a p-n junction under forward bias
flow from the n-type into the p-type and create a depletion region where donors and ac-
ceptors are ionized. The effect of this p-n junction is shown in Figure 2.4, the valence
and conduction bands are bent to meet. When an electric field is applied to this structure
current is only able to flow under forward bias. The voltage reduces the depletion region
width, electrons flow into the n-type and holes into the p-type. Under reverse bias, the
electric field increases the depletion region width and restricts the flow of carriers.
Light Emitting Diodes
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are a special case of a diode where the injected carriers
are allowed to radiatively recombine across the bandgap. In diodes such as those based
on Si that is an indirect bandgap material, recombination at the junction is dominated by
non-radiative processes. Using direct bandgap materials such as the III-nitrides allows ra-
diative recombination processes to dominate converting the energy loss of carriers across
the bandgap into light. The wavelength of the emission from an LED is therefore deter-
mined by the bandgap of the material used. In order to achieve white emission there are
three main methods: Mixing components of different colours such as red, green, blue.
Through the use of a blue emitting nitride LED coupled with a colour converting phos-
phor material. The use of a UV emitting LED to excite red, green and blue phosphors.
Due to the practical benefits of using a single device and a single material, by far the
most prevalent device used commercially is a blue emitting InGaN/GaN quantum well




Semiconductors made using the III-V elements have been a focus of research and
industrial interest for many decades due to the useful range of bandgaps from infra-red
through to ultra-violet and the fact that many materials in this group are direct bandgap
semiconductors. The most well established III-V semiconductors are the arsenide (GaAs,
InAs etc.) and phosphide (InP, GaAsP, etc.) materials. During the 1980’s and 1990’s
work in Japan opened up the huge potential of III-nitride based semiconductors. The
breakthrough was a commercially viable technique to successfully p-doped nitride mate-
rials This allowed the first useful devices to be fabricated. The III-nitride semiconductors,
AlN and GaN are wide bandgap semiconductors with UV bandgaps of 6.2eV and 3.44eV
respectively, InN has a narrower bandgap of 0.7eV . Through the alloying of these mate-
rials it is possible to produce ternary and quaternary semiconductors with bandgaps from
infrared to ultraviolet. The most commonly used material for LEDs is the ternary alloy
InGaN, with In compositions of between 10 − 30%. The bandgap wavelength can be
controlled from blue to green [13–15].
2.2.1 Crystal Structure
III-Nitride materials can exist in both the cubic and wurtzite crystal structures. Pre-
dominantly, GaN materials for commercial and research purposes are wurtzite due to the
stability of these materials. Cubic III-nitride materials have been studied for since the
early stages of the development of III-nitride materials mainly using Molecular Beam
Epitaxy as the lower growth temperatures allow the successful growth of stable cubic
phase III-nitrides.
2.2.2 Polarization and the Quantum Confined Stark Effect
The III-nitrde materials are predominantly wurtzite lattice structure, polarity in the
(0001) c-axis in the wurtzite configuration. III-nitride materials inherently exhibit sponta-
neous polarization due to the symmetry of the wurtzite lattice and can exhibit piezoelec-
tric polarization fields when strained [16]. This causes problems when alloys of Ga,In,Al
-nitride are grown due to the different lattice constants of each material. The lattice con-
stants of GaN are a = 0.319nm, c = 0.5185nm while for InN a = 0.3533nm and
c = 0.5693nm [17]. The effect of this is that if a layer of InGaN is grown on top of a
layer of GaN the InGaN experiences compressive strain due to the lattice constant differ-
ence. For a piezoelectric material this strain results in an electric field across the material.
The effect of this electric field is especially significant for the quantum well structures that
are important for LEDs where it generates the quantum confined stark effect (QCSE). In
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Figure 2.5: An InGaN/GaN quantum well the effect of the quantum confined Stark ef-
fect on schematic electron and hole wavefunctions shown as the bands are tilted and the
wavefunction overlap is reduced
a quantum confined structure such as a quantum well when an applied electric field is in
the direction of confinement the confined wavefunctions are modified by the field. In the
case of a quantum well, the electron wavefunction in the conduction band and the hole
wavefunction in the valence band are separated as the electron and hole have opposite
charge and therefore are bent in opposite directions by the electric field [18]. This effect
has been widely studied for over 15 years [19] and is a well known problem for standard
InGaN/GaN MQW structures where the electric field is in the c-axis, the same orienta-
tion as the confinement of the quantum wells. The effect is shown in Figure 2.5. By
separating the electron and hole wavefunctions the probability of a direct optical transi-
tion across the bandgap is reduced, leading to an increase in the radiative recombination
lifetime and lower efficiency optoelectronic devices. As such QCSE presents a major
efficiency limiting issue for visible emitting LEDs grown on c-plane sapphire.
2.2.3 Growth of III-Nitride Materials
The two main growth techniques used for the other III-V semiconductors can also be
used for III-nitrides, metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) and molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (MBE). The predominant method in the mass production of LEDs is
MOCVD due to the high volume and throughput possible with this system. All samples
used in this work were grown by MOCVD by members of the Sheffield nitrides group.
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MOCVD
A variant of the wide spread chemical vapour deposition techniques, MOCVD uses
metal organic materials as sources for the deposition. The basic process of MOCVD in-
volves reacting metal organic precursors on a substrate to form III-nitride materials. The
metal organic sources are tri-methyl aluminium, tri-methyl gallium and tri-methyl indium
(TMA, TMG, TMI respectively). A carrier gas (hydrogen or nitrogen) is bubbled through
the metal organic source which carries the metal organic source with it as a vapour. The
carrier gas is then passed over the growth substrate to supply the group III element. Am-
monia is used as the nitrogen source. This also flows over the substrate and the two are
made to react at the substrate by increasing the substrate temperature. Due to the bond-
ing energy of nitride materials, high substrate temperatures are required for the growth of
nitrides compared to other III-V semiconductors.
2.2.4 Substrates
Whereas many semiconductor material systems are able to use homo-epitaxy (growth
on a substrate of identical material) III-nitride substrates are still prohibitively expensive
due to the difficulties in producing them. The most common substrate for the growth
of III-nitride materials is sapphire. Typically III-Nitride films are grown in the c-plane
(0001) direction where the c-axis, spontaneous and polarization fields are perpendicular
to the wafer surface (in the growth direction). This growth method leads to the QCSE
problem discussed previously. Over the last decade great efforts have been made to at-
tempt to grow III-nitrides in different polar orientations so that the polarized axis (0001) is
perpendicular or at a non-parallel angle to the growth direction. In the first case where the
polarization field is perpendicular to the growth direction, a quantum well structure has
no electric field in the direction of quantum confinement and therefore there is no QCSE
effect, this orientation is termed non-polar. For the polarization field at an angle between
parallel and perpendicular, the component parallel to the growth direction is reduced, this
is termed semi-polar. So far, hetero-epitaxy using sapphire to grow non-polar gallium
nitride has met with mixed results. Other substrates such as LiAlO2 have been used to
grow GaN and InGaN/GaN quantum wells [20–23]. Growth on sapphire using patterned
area growth, overgrowth techniques, three-dimensional growth, and homo epitaxy are all
being investigated internationally [24–27]
2.2.5 Localization Effects
The effect of localization on the local band structure is shown in Figure 2.6, the lo-
calization centres appear as local fluctuations in the bandgap of the material. These lo-
calization centres with lower bandgap energy are able to trap carriers. The depth of these
localization centres determines the degree of localization behaviour in the material. Typi-
cally in InGaN materials the average localization energies or depths Eloc are on the order
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of tens of meV [28, 29]. This is comparable to the thermal energy kT = 26meV at
room temperature which means that depending on the temperature of the material, car-
riers are either able to perform a thermally assisted hop between localization centres or
to become fully de-localized (as represented in Figure 2.6). Using low quality non-polar
InGaN/GaN MQWs grown on sapphire, it has been found that the localization depth can
as high as 175meV for a 3nm quantum well width [22]. Due to the values of localization
depth being comparable to the thermal energy kT at room temperature, the radiative emis-
sion spectrum of a sample as a function of temperature shows artefacts of the localization
and de-localization of carriers as the thermal energy is varied in relation to the localiza-
tion energy. Disordered systems such as InGaN alloys with In clustering can exhibit an
s-shaped dependence on emission energy with increasing temperature. The cause of this
temperature dependence has been related to the change in dominant recombination from
radiative at low temperatures(T < 70K) to non-radiative at higher temperatures, changing
the probability of diffusion to local potential minima and to non-radiative recombination
centres [30].
Figure 2.6: Localization shown in the conduction band as a function of position
Nanorods
In recent years there has been significant interest in III-nitride based nanorod struc-
tures. The formation of nanorods leads to changes in the material and optical properties
compared to a standard two-dimensional epi-wafer. These effects range from the relax-
ation of strain (and piezo-electric field) [31], the use of periodic arrays of nanorods to
create photonic crystal effects [32, 33] to the use of nanorods arrays as overgrowth tem-
plates to increase the crystal quality of heteroepitaxial materials [26]. The properties of
InGaN/GaN quantum well nanorods will be studied in Chapter 4.
2.2.6 White LEDs
White light is based on the response of the eye to the solar spectrum, as such, a typi-
cally white spectrum is close to black body radiation at a temperature of 6000K (similar
to the temperature of the surface of the sun). The human eye has evolved in this light-
ing environment and in order to make lighting conditions comfortable. Artificial light
should reasonably closely match this spectral profile. The successes of InGaN based blue
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emitting LEDs paved the way for the use of entirely solid state white lighting. The most
straightforward route to producing white light with LEDs would be to combine LEDs with
overlapping spectra through the entire visible range to best replicate the solar spectrum.
In practice however, LEDs are not available at all wavelengths of the visible spectrum,
especially with reasonable efficiencies. Due to these limitations the two most common
routes to generate white light are the use of discrete red, green and blue LEDS (RGB),
or the use of a short wavelength blue LED coupled with a down-conversion phosphor
material to convert a portion of the blue emission to longer wavelengths.
2.3 Organic Semiconductors
The history of organic semiconductors is considerably shorter than that of inorganic
semiconductors. However organic semiconductors have come to prominence in recent
years. As opposed to consisting of hard, crystalline materials of silicon or III-V materi-
als, organic semiconductors are carbon based molecules. As semiconductors they exhibit
behaviour similar to classical semiconductors, with forbidden energy bands and electri-
cal conduction only above these band gap energies. The mechanisms generating these
properties are different to those of the classical semiconductors and will be discussed in
the section. The development of organic semiconducting materials has been driven by
the application of organic optoelectronics, particularly the organic LED (OLED) and or-
ganic photo voltaic(OPV). In a similar fashion to the development of inorganic LEDs,
early work examined luminescence of some novel materials under the application of rel-
atively high voltages. The first significant breakthrough in the development of organic
optoelectronic devices came with the demonstration of the first organic LED [34] using
a dual organic layer diode heterostructure. This approach allowed significantly higher
electrical injection efficiencies to be achieved resulting in light emission at a far lower
electrical bias and therefore higher device efficiencies. Following this initial work, device
efficiencies were improved significantly through the use of alternative organic semicon-
ductor materials such as conjugated organic polymers particularly in the work carried out
at the Cavendish laboratory [35].
Organic semiconductors possess a band structure analogous to that of inorganic semi-
conductors. Due to the overlap of bonds within molecules, discrete atomic transitions
become molecular bands. These bands are termed the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) analogous to the valence
and conduction bands respectively. Conjugated bonds in organic materials consist of pi
orbitals which form a delocalized pi orbital bond between long chains of carbon atoms
(shown schematically in Figure 2.8). These delocalized electron orbitals allow the con-
duction of electrons in conjugated organic molecules analogous to delocalized electrons
free to move in the conduction band of an inorganic semiconductor.
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Figure 2.7: The HOMO and LUMO bands of a molecule, with optical transitions dis-
played, absorption of a photon of energy ~ω, non-radiative relaxation, and radiative re-
combination with release of phonon with energy ~ω′
Figure 2.8: Bonded carbon atoms in a chain, showing the pi orbitals and the delocalized,
conjugated pi orbitals that allow carrier transport
2.3.1 Hybrid White LEDs
Commercially available LEDs typically use the blue emitting InGaN/GaN MQW LED
radiatively pumping a yellow emitting phosphor system. With the development of or-
ganic semiconducting molecules capable of exhibiting similar optical properties to direct
bandgap inorganic semiconductors devices were demonstrated using blue emitting InGaN
LEDs as a radiative pump for a light emitting polymer [36] as well as UV LEDs with mul-
ticoloured polymer blends to achieve white light emission [37]. It is predicted that it is
possible to utilize a different coupling mechanism between InGaN quantum wells and an
organic light emitter under specific conditions [38]. The coupling mechanism proposed
was Forster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET). Andrews [39] used quantum electrody-
namics calculations to show that FRET is the near field asymptote of radiative energy
transfer, where instead of the transfer of energy between two resonant dipoles by ex-
change of a photon, a coupling of the near-fields of two dipoles energy can be exchanged
by a virtual photon. As a near field coupling the effect requires very low separation of
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Figure 2.9: A schematic taken from [40], showing their non-radiative energy transfer
pumped white emitting structure. With InGaN quantum well excitons non-radiatively
coupled to down converting quantum dots through the thin top barrier layer. Re-printed
from Nature Publishing
the donor dipole and acceptor dipole on the order of < 10nm [38]. In this regime the
donor dipole is an InGaN quantum well exciton and the acceptor dipole is an exciton in
the organic material.
A working example was demonstrated where an InGaN quantum well based struc-
ture was used to non-radiatively pump a layer of semiconductor nanocrystals as a down-
converting material using FRET[40]. The method used reduce donor/acceptor dipole sep-
aration was a single InGaN quantum well with a thin top GaN barrier (3nm), a layer
of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystal quantum dots with absorption overlapping the InGaN quantum
well emission was deposited on top of this thin top barrier. A schematic from this work is
shown in Figure 2.9. Through the use of time resolved photoluminescence measurements
the presence of FRET based energy transfer between the InGaN quantum well and the
CdSe/ZnS was demonstrated.
Further work was carried out by Heliotis et al. [41], using a similar device structure
with a single InGaN quantum well and thin top GaN barrier, this time non-radiatively
coupled to an organic light emitting polymer (F8DP). In this work three InGaN single
quantum well samples were grown with different capping layer heights of 2.5, 4and 15nm
a layer of F8DP deposited on the surface. Increasing the separation of InGaN quan-
tum well and F8DP excitons it was possible to move out of the range of the near-field
non-radiative energy transfer effect. Exploiting the fact that F8DP shows no temperature
dependence in photoluminescence emission whereas InGaN has a highly temperature sen-
sitive emission intensity. Temperature dependent photoluminescence measurements were
carried out. The difference in temperature dependence of the emission of each sample
was used to highlight the energy transfer mechanisms in place.
Attempts were made to increase the efficiency of such hybrid devices by employ-
ing higher efficiency InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well structures as opposed to lower
efficiency single quantum wells, in order to maintain the low separation needed for the
non-radiative energy transfer various nano-structuring techniques have been applied to the
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Figure 2.10: An image from [42], showing a schematic of the two nanostructured samples
designed to couple InGaN quantum wells to nanocrystal quantum dots by non-radiative
energy transfer.
III-nitride. Chanyawadee et al. [42] used InGaN/GaN MQWs as the non-radiative energy
transfer donor to pump CdSe/CdS nanocrystal quantum dots as the down converter. In or-
der to reduce MQW exciton, nanocrystal exciton separation a set of nano-pits were etched
though the quantum well layers. Nano-imprint lithography was used to mask a pattern of
nano dots and dashes. These were etched through the MQW layer for one sample and
for a second sample the etch was stopped before reaching the quantum well layer. The
holes were filled with the CdSe/CdS nanocrystals, giving one sample with low exciton
separation and one with large exciton separation. Time resolved photoluminescence was
used to show the change in carrier lifetime as carriers were non-radiative transferred out
of the quantum wells in the low separation structure.
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod structures were fabricated using a top down etch tech-
nique by Nizamoglu et al. [43]. Nanocrystal quantum dots were then deposited in the
space between nanorods in contact with the quantum well sidewalls. This approach al-
lows the separation between quantum well excitons and nanocrystal to be reduced. Using
a time resolved investigation of the MQW decay dynamics, the reduction in carrier life-
time was used to demonstrate non-radiative energy transfer from MQW to nanocrystals.
The exact dependence of non-radiative energy transfer rate on exciton separation is
determined by several factors. It was demonstrated Hill et al. [44] that the original
theoretical model proposed by Theore Förster in 1946 for non-radiative energy trans-
fer between two point source molecules is significantly modified for different molecule
geometries. The Langmuir-Blodgett technique was used to fabricate highly ordered two
dimensional films of molecules deposited with a carefully controlled spacer molecule
layer, by changing the number of mono-layers of spacer between the donor and acceptor
film and examining the energy transfer rate. It was found that instead of the Γ ∝ R−6 de-
pendence of energy transfer rate on dipole separation for point sources. The dependence
drops to Γ ∝ R−2 for highly ordered two dimensional films.
It was predicted in initial theoretical work that, although the FRET process has no in-
herent temperature dependence, localization of excitons in the donor quantum well could
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effect the rate of non-radiative energy transfer to an organic overlayer [38]. This behaviour
leads to an indirect temperature dependence of non-radiative energy transfer as quantum
well excitons transition between localized and free with thermal energy. This theoreti-
cal prediction was confirmed by experimental work recently [45]. Using a single GaN
quantum well with AlGaN barriers and a thin (4nm) AlGaN top barrier, coupled to a light
emitting polymer (F8BT), the temperature dependence of energy transfer between GaN
quantum well and F8BT was examined as a function of temperature using temperature de-
pendent time resolved photoluminescence measurements. The temperature dependence is
actually an exciton localization dependence, caused by the relationship between dipolar
coupling and dipole wavevector given in Equation 2.17 from Rindermann et al.[45] where
k is the in-plane wavevector amplitude, d is dipole separation.
V (k, d) ∝ ke−kd (2.17)
Due to the dependence of non-radiative energy transfer rate on dipole orientation,
localization, wavevector and exciton type (Wannier-Mott, Frenkel) it is not always possi-
ble to determine the exact coupling geometry in some systems, especially nanostructured
systems. It has been observed with many different approaches that the upper limit for
non-radiative energy transfer from an InGaN quantum well to an acceptor material lies
between 5-10nm dipole separation [38, 41, 46, 47].
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Optical characterization techniques allow for properties of a material to be measured
non-destructively. Many material properties can be determined and investigated using
optical techniques such as the bandgap, band offset, alloy composition and impurity and
defect presence [1].
3.1.1 Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) involves the optical excitation of carriers in the material
through the use of a light source with a photon energy higher than the bandgap of the
material. In order to achieve high enough populations of excited carriers in the material
lasers are used as excitation sources due to the high power density achievable with lasers.
The discrete wavelength of a laser also allows photons of a specific energy to be delivered
to the system. This can be useful when only a specific material in a sample is to be ex-
cited. For example, the GaN band edge is 363nm. A laser with a wavelength longer than
this will pass through the GaN layer. When blue emitting (450nm) InGaN quantum well
samples are used, a 375nm laser diode has been used to photo-excite carriers specifically
only in the InGaN wells. In order to examine the emission properties of the sample a
spectrometer must be used to analyse the emitted light.
A schematic of the photoluminescence system used in this work is shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. A 375nm laser diode has been used to excite the blue emitting InGaN quantum
well samples used as the basis of white emitting structures. Samples are held in an closed
loop cryogen optical cryostat, this allows the sample temperature to be varied between
12K and 325K. As discussed in section 2.2.5, this allows the thermal energy of carriers
to be varied while examining the PL emission of the sample to determine localization
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related effects. The emission from the sample is collected and focused by 2” UV fused
silica lens into a 320mm focal length monochromator (Horiba iHR320). The monochro-
mator uses blazed holographic gratings with groove densities of 1200lines/mm and centre
wavelengths of 330nm and 500nm giving a dispersion of 1.34nm/mm at the exist slit of
the monochromator. The dispersed emission signal is detected by a cooled Hamamatsu
GaAs photomultiplier tube(PMT). To collect a spectrum the exit slit of the monochroma-
tor is set to allow a particular bandwidth of the dispersed light to fall on the PMT. The
monochromator grating is then scanned through the desired range and an intensity reading
from the PMT taken at specific predetermined wavelength steps.
3.1.2 Photoluminescence Excitation
Where photoluminescence is a measurement of the intensity of emission from a sam-
ple as a function of emission wavelength, photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy is
the measuring of luminescence intensity of a sample as a function of excitation wave-
length. In this case the PL emission intensity of a fixed wavelength is used by fixing
the position of the detector monochromator described for the PL measurements previ-
ously discussed. In order to achieve this, a tunable excitation source is required. For
the GaN and InGaN materials system with emission wavelengths in the visible, the range
of excitation wavelengths required is in the UV-vis range from around 250 − 500nm. It
is currently difficult to achieve such a wide range of continuously tunable wavelengths
using laser based systems, as a result the main practical implementation of PLE for III-
nitrides involves the use of a broad band light source such as a XE arc lamp dispersed by
a monochromator to select a discrete excitation wavelength.
In order to examine the materials properties of III-nitrides samples in more detail a
PLE system was built. The detection system is based around the same system as the PL
system described in the previous section. The sample is held in a closed loop He cryo-
stat. Emission is collected by a UV-fused silica lens and focused by a second UV-fused
silica lens into the detection monochromator. The same monchromator (Horiba iHR320)
was used with the same cooled GaAs PMT. For use in the PLE configuration the detec-
tor monochromator is fixed at the emission peak of interest. The excitation source is a
450W xenon short arc lamp. This is passed through a 140mm monochromator (Horiba
microHR) to disperse the excitation light. The bandwidth is selected by adjusting the exit
slit of the monochromator. This is scanned through a wavelength range of interest and
an intensity measurement made with the GaAs PMT on the detection monochromator at
set intervals. The output intensity of the Xe lamp and the efficiency curve of the excita-
tion monochromator grating are not flat as a function of wavelength. In order remove the
system response from the measured PLE spectra a calibrated UV-enhanced Si photodiode
was used. The excitation intensity is measured as a function of wavelength using the Si
photodiode. This data is calibrated using the calibration data supplied with the photodi-
ode. The spectrum can then be used to correct the PLE spectra measured over the same
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range.
The PLE measurement technique does not directly measure the absorption of a sam-
ple, but if the relaxation of injected carrier to the band edge is significantly faster than
the radiative recombination rate of carriers between band edges then the PLE spectrum
can be analogous to absorption in some situations. As it is a measure of photolumines-
cence intensity, only radiative transitions can be examined. This can be particularly useful
when a sample of interest is on a non-transparent substrate. For example a PLE spectrum
of an InGaN layer or InGaN quantum wells grown on a sapphire substrate with a GaN
buffer layer can be measured as the excitation light only has to pass through the thin top
GaN barrier to excite the InGaN, absorption measurements however would not be possi-
ble bellow the GaN bandedge as the GaN buffer layer would fully absorb the transmitted
light.
Using PLE measurements to determine the absorption edge of a material can be useful
as the difference between the absorption and emission peaks (Stokes like shift) can yield
information related to the quality of a sample strain of polar quantum well structures
[2]. As quantum well widths are increased the piezoelectric field is also increased, this
increase in field strength increases the effect of QCSE leading to a larger shift between
absorption and emission peaks. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.2, where three
InGaN/GaN MQW samples with differing quantum growth times and therefore different
quantum well widths show increasing stokes like shift with increasing well width. It is
also possible to resolve excitonic features in PLE spectra as splitting in the valence band
or excited state transitions (n= 2 etc.) will be shown as peaks in PL intensity when the
excitation energy matches the transition energy [3].
3.1.3 Time Resolved Photoluminescence
In order to examine the recombination dynamics of carriers in a material, the photo-
luminescence can be measured as a function of time, this is time resolved photolumines-
cence(TRPL). This is particularly useful as the recombination dynamics can be directly
probed. In the previous chapter the recombination mechanisms in a quantum well were
discussed. Using TRPL it is possible to measure the lifetime τpl from Equation 3.1 and
thus the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes. In order to achieve this, the intensity of
PL emission from a sample is measured as a function of time after a pulsed excitation of













The decay lifetime comes from standard exponential decay, where A is a constant,
shown in Equation 3.2. For simple systems the photoluminescence decay may be de-
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Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of the photoluminescence excitation system built for
this work
Figure 3.2: Low temperature PL and PLE of three InGaN MQW samples with different
quantum well growth times and therefore different quantum well widths. A sigmoidal fit
to the InGaN absorption edge is show for the two samples with larger Stokes like shift
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Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram of the time correlated single photon counting system set
up for this work
scribed by a single exponential decay function. For nitride systems mono-exponential
decays are very rarely seen. The exact nature of the decay profile of a nitride material can
vary significantly depending on the material properties. For the most commonly studied
standard polar InGaN/GaN quantum well structures, typical decay curves are distinctly
non-monoexponential as seen in Figure 3.4. The causes for the non-exponential nature
of the decay are most commonly linked to inhomogeneity in the sample. In order to ex-
tract decay lifetime parameters from the TRPL of such samples other models have been
proposed. One common method is to use a representative lifetime such as the time taken
for the PL intensity to decay to 1/10 or 1/e of the initial value [4]. Another approach
uses a bi-exponential function, this is the sum of two separate exponential decays, shown
in Equation 3.3. This model has been used to describe the decay of InGaN/GaN quan-
tum wells, where the two decays correspond to the fast decay(τ1) of free excitons and
the slower decay(τ2) of localized excitons [5]. Other decay models are also used, for
non-polar InGaN/GaN quantum wells, the decay profile is significantly different due to
the lack of QCSE and the increased overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions. The
stretched exponential function has been used in other material systems to describe decay
in disordered systems [6], where the constant β describes the distribution of states in a
disordered system. When applied to non-polar InGaN/GaN MQWs the fast, exponential
decay describes free exciton recombination and the slower, stretched exponential relates
to relaxation in the disordered localized states [7]. This model is a phenomenological
model and fits well to most non-polar InGaN quantum well samples, the exact physical
origin of the decay profile is still not fully understood. for most purposes it is only re-
quired to measure a relative decay lifetime, to compare between samples and examine
how the decay profile changes with temperature of excitation power density. For such
binary decay models it is often the case that the free-exciton recombination dominates the
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Figure 3.4: Typical decay profile for an InGaN MQW sample, plotted in log scale, the
non-mono-exponential shape is apparent












Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
In order to measure decay lifetimes on the scale of tens of picoseconds to tens of
nanoseconds high speed measurement techniques are required. The system set-up for this
work uses the time correlated single photon counting method TCSPC. The basis of this
process to count single photons emitted from the sample after an excitation event and
correlate the time of measurement with the end of the excitation pulse. As opposed to real
time measurement techniques such as those using streak cameras that require the ability
to collect a large number of photons in a burst following an excitation laser pulse. TCSPC
measurements can be made with much more simple equipment as the decay profile is
made up of many single photon measurements.
The measurement process starts with an excitation laser pulse. Synchronously with
this, a trigger signal(SYNC) is sent to counting electronics, the laser pulse excites carriers
in the sample and photons are emitted. The emitted photons are collected and focused
onto a single photon detector, when a photon triggers the detector a signal is sent to the
timing electronics and the time between laser SYNC signal and single photon detection
trigger is logged in memory. The process is then repeated until a statistically significant
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number of photon pulses and timing data have been built up to produce a histogram of
intensity as a function of time. This histogram of many single photon events matches the
real-time distribution of intensity as a function of time. For this technique to work, it is
prerequisite that the rate of detection of single photons is at maximum between 1-5% of
the laser pulse rate. This ensures that the probability of more than one photon arriving at
the detector between excitation laser pulses is sufficiently small for multi-photon events to
be negligible. The effect of multiple photons arriving at the detector between laser pulses
is termed photon pileup. After detection of a photon the detector is unable to detect
another photon for a period of time known as deadtime. If another photon arrives at the
detector during this time it will not be logged. When photon pileup occurs, it is more
likely that the first photon arriving at the detector will trigger it and the later photons are
missed. This results in skewing the histogram in favour of early arriver photons giving
the impression of a faster decay rate.
The system used works in a modified TCSPC mode, reversed start stop. In this mode
of operation, a photon arriving at the detector triggers a pulse. A constant fraction dis-
criminator (CFD) reduces the timing jitter of trigger signals in the system. The CFD
output pulse triggers the time to amplitude converter (TAC) in the timing electronics. The
next laser pulse and corresponding SYNC signal are received at a later time. This SYNC
signal stops the TAC and an analogue to digital converter (ADC) converts the TAC volt-
age to a digital timing value to be stored in memory. The laser pulse repetition is periodic,
allowing the real time delay between laser pulse and CFD to be easily determined. This
detection mode allows faster laser repetition rates to be used as the TAC is only started
when a photon triggers the detector as opposed to with each laser pulse [9].
The system used is shown in Figure 3.3. A 375nm laser diode from Edinburgh instru-
ments is used as excitation source, this Laser has built in picosecond laser diode driver
and emits pulses with a FWHM of 83ps. The laser repetition rate can be set at discrete
repetition rates from 20MHz down to 20KHz. The diode driver also provides the SYNC
output. The detector used is built around a Hamamatsu hybrid PMT tube that has a single
photon response FWHM of 120ps. The detector produced by Becker & Hickl is housed
with built in high voltage supplies preamplifier and CFD. The timing electronics are in-
tegrated on an SPC130 TCSPC card from Becker & Hickl, taking both CFD and SYNC
inputs.
The instrument response function (IRF) is a mixture of all of the timing jitter in each
component and can be measured by detecting scattered laser light with the system. Using
the monochromator shown in the schematic the detection wavelength is set to the laser
peak and an IRF pulse of 150ps FWHM is measured. The measured decay trace of a
sample is a convolution of the true decay and the IRF. Removing the IRF by numerical
deconvolution is not normally achievable and the solution is to use an iterative reconvo-
lution fitting method. Fluofit software from PicoQuant was used to fit decay traces in this
work. A model is chosen such as the biexponential function in Equation 3.3. The decay
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curve and IRF are loaded into the software and then initial values are set. The model is
then plotted and convoluted with the IRF, this is then plotted against the measured data.
An iterative Levenberg-Marquardt fitting is then carried out, setting new parameters and
re-convoluting each iteration.
3.1.4 Confocal Microscopy
The principle of confocal microscopy is that the excitation light and emission are fo-
cused along the same axis. The emission is then focused through a pin hole aperture in
order to reject out of focal plane light. This generates an excitation spot (in this case,
a 375nm laser diode) focused to a minimal diameter dependent on the magnification,
numerical aperture and quality of the objective lens. The emission from the sample is col-
lected by the same objective and then focused onto a pinhole aperture. When the optical
elements are aligned such that the emission and excitation share identical paths and the
focus of the emission adjusted to produce an image of the laser spot on the pinhole. Any
out of focal plane emission or scattered light is rejected[10]. A Witec confocal micro-
scope system (shown in Figure) was used with a 375nm laser diode as excitation source
with a Princeton instruments monochromator and an Andor CCD to analyse the emission.
This allows for photoluminescence measurements to be made of InGaN quantum well
samples with very high spatial resolution. The lateral resolution of a confocal microscope















For an excitation wavelength of 375nm and an emission wavelength of 450nm, this gives
an approximate lateral resolution of 159nm. The Witec confocal system used has a piezo-
electric scan stage that allows the sample to be moved with a 2nm resolution. It is possible
to measure a photoluminescence spectrum at a point, move the stage and take a further
spectral measurement. In this manner it is possible to build PL maps of a sample with
resolution on the order of 160nm.
3.1.5 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an extremely powerful tool in the characterization of crys-
tal structures. As the wavelength of x-rays is on the order of the lattice spacing in crystal
structures (≈ 0.1nm), x-rays may be diffracted by crystal lattices. X-rays reflecting from
different atomic planes in a material will be offset by the lattice spacing reaching a de-
tector with a shifted phase, causing interference. The interference is governed by Bragg’s
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Figure 3.5: The Witec confocal system, with Princeton instruments monochromator and
Andor CCD.
law.
2d sin(θ) = nλ (3.7)
Where the separation between atomic planes is d. This allows information about the
lattice constants of a crystal of be obtained by examining the angular interference patterns
of diffracted x-rays from a crystal surface. In an XRD system, x-rays are generated and
monochromated to select a single wavelength close to the lattice spacing. By rotating a
sample and x-ray detector in relation to the x-ray source the intensity of the diffracted
x-rays patterns can be measured as a function of the angular position. A useful technique
is ω − 2θ scanning, where the angle of diffracted x-rays (2θ) is scanned with the detector
and the rotation of the incident beam to the sample (ω) is scanned by rotating the sample
[11]. This scan can yield the lattice constants of the material, and layer thickness in multi
layer materials, through modelling of this data information regarding alloy composition
can be extracted. Combining ω − 2θ scans at varying ω values two dimensional maps
of reciprocal space can be constructed. This allows the relative strain states of different
layers to be compared.
3.2 Device Fabrication
3.2.1 Thin film Deposition Techniques
In the field of semiconductor device fabrication the ability to deposit thin films of ma-
terials onto semiconductor wafers after growth is integral to the creation of optoelectronic
devices. Various deposition techniques are required to deposit controlled layers of metals
and dielectric materials. In this work a variation of the common chemical vapour depo-
sition (CVD) process was used to deposit thin films of dielectric materials silicon nitride
and silicon dioxide. CVD processes in general rely on the chemical reaction of precursor
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materials on a substrate resulting in the formation of the target material on the substrate
surface. This process can be modified through the use of a radio frequency (RF) electric
field to generate a plasma, ionizing the precursor gasses, increasing the reaction rate of the
precursors,enabling some reactions that otherwise would not be energetically favourable.
Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) allows films of silicon dioxide
and silicon nitride to be deposited with the precursors of SiH4 and either NO2 or NH3 at
substrate temperatures of typically 300◦C but even at room temperature.
3.2.2 Dry Etching Techniques
Etch techniques are required to selectively remove certain areas of an epi-wafer or thin
film. Wet etching techniques are common in many semiconductor materials, with differ-
ent etchants having crystallographically selective etch rates. In the III-nitrides material
system, wet etchants are of relatively limited usefulness in device fabrication. Dry etch
techniques using reactive gasses and/or ion bombardment are indispensable techniques.
Typical techniques used are based around the principles of reactive ion etching (RIE). In
RIE processing, etchant gasses are used with an RF electric field to generate a plasma (in
this work SF6 and CHF3 to etch silicon dioxide). The plasma consists of reactive ions.
These ions can react with the sample and remove material from the surface by reaction or
by bombardment (sputtering). A variation of the RIE process, inductively coupled plasma
reactive ion etching (ICP etching). An inductively coupled plasma is used in addition to
the standard RIE process to generate a high plasma density with a magnetic field. The
high plasma density allows fast etching rates, in this work ICP etching has been used to
etch III-nitrides with a Cl2, Ar gas mixture.
3.2.3 Organic Materials Deposition Techniques
A wide range of organic materials are solution processable. This allows for a variety
of easy and flexible deposition techniques to be used. The most common is spin coating,
where an organic material is dissolved in a solvent and dropped onto a substrate which
is rotated to discard excess solution and dry the solvent. Spin coating is widely used
throughout the semiconductor industry as the ability to deposit flat films of materials.
Many organic semiconductors are susceptible to oxygen related degradation, this will be
covered in more details in Chapter 5. In order to avoid oxygen related degradation issues
when spin coating light emitting polymer films, a glovebox has been used. The glove box
environment was maintained in an anaerobic state with a forming gas atmosphere (95%
N2, 5%H2) using a palladium catalyst to reduce oxygen from the atmosphere, resulting in
O2 levels of < 0.5ppm, the lower limit of the detector available. The glovebox used in
this work is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The glovebox used to spin coat light emitting polymer materials in an oxygen
free atmosphere.
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Self Assembled InGaN/GaN MQW Nanorod Arrays
Nano structured InGaN MQWs are currently a significant focus of research due to the
benefits that they can offer over conventional planar structures. These reasons can pertain
to the recombination dynamics of carriers in the MQW structures ranging from strain
relaxation to confinement of excitons or be related to optical effects such a waveguides
or phonic crystals. An area of significant interest is the use of post growth, top-down
etching processes. The area of III-nitride semiconductor research has long been driven
by the potential commercialization of the technologies and the use of simple post growth
techniques allows for potentially commercializable technologies to be developed.
There are many different motivations for the study on InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods.
Most centre on the enhancement of the optical performance optoelectronic devices. The
reasons for reported mechanisms of enhancement vary over a wide range. One of the
most significant benefits of the fabrication of nanorod arrays using c-plane InGaN/GaN
MQW structures is the potential to relax the lattice mismatch induced strain in the In-
GaN quantum wells, reducing the associated piezoelectric fields and therefore increasing
the internal quantum efficiency. As such, strain relaxation has been a focus of numerous
studies using simulation and experimental techniques to calculate and characterize the
relaxation of stain in InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod arrays. Single quantum well structures
were used by Kawakami et al to examine strain relaxation in InGaN micropillars using
micropillars of different diameters fabricated by a post growth etching technique using
an electron beam lithography generated etch mask[1]. Micropillars containing an InGaN
single quantum well were fabricated with diameters of 2, 1 and 0.5µm, a blue-shift in peak
photoluminescence was observed, which increased with decreasing micropillar diameter.
This blueshift was found to be caused by relaxation of the strain in the InGaN quantum
well, leading to reduced piezoelectric field and therefore a reduction in QCSE. The phe-
nomenon of strain relaxation has been observed by using either nanorods[2–4] or other
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nanostructures including nanoholes[5] and nanoporous[6] structures. Other properties of
nanorod structures have been attributed to features such as surface states. Chan et al. ob-
served the recombination dynamics of a single microrod at 4.2K and found long decay
components at low temperature which were assigned to being related to surface traps[7].
Jiang et al. used a self assembly technique to fabricate InGaN GaN MQW nanorod arrays
and examined the excitonic dynamics by time resolved PL at different power densities[8].
It was reported that the recombination rate was increased in the nanorod etched samples,
with, unlike other self assembly nanorod reports[2, 3, 9–12], a decrease in time integrated
PL intensity. This was attributed to a change in exciton diffusion caused by nanorod
fabrication and the effects of surface states and strain relaxation.
Although InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod structures have been a focus of research for
several years, the understanding on the dominant changes to recombination and optical
properties of these structures is not fully developed. Results from various groups appear to
show different effects in InGaN/GaN QW nanorods with PL intensities increasing [2] and
decreasing [8], with causes ranging from strain relaxation [2] or surface states [7]. Due to
the importance of III-nanorod structures, this lack of current understanding of the nature
of QWs in nanorods requires further research and investigation. In this chapter work is
presented that has been carried out to better understand InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods, and
the benefits of using these structures.
4.1 InGaN/GaN Multiple Quantum Well Structures
In order to examine the effects of post growth fabrication of planar InGaN/GaN MQW
structures into nanorod arrays on the optical properties of the InGaN MQWs, a series of
visible emitting InGaN/GaN MQWs were used. All samples used here were grown on
(0001) sapphire substrates grown by our high temperature AlN buffer developed by our
group using a low pressure MOCVD system, which has demonstrated superior crystal
quality to that grown by using the conventional two-step growth method. For our sample
growth, after the substrate is subjected to thermal cleaning in flowing H2 as usual, an
atomically flat AlN layer with a thickness of 500 nm was directly grown on a sapphire
substrate at 1200◦C under a V/III ratio of 40. A GaN layer is then grown using high
pressure then low pressure growth conditions. The direct growth of high temperature
AlN buffer layer results in an atomically flat surface with parallel atomic lattice steps,
unlike the standard two-step growth discussed in Chapter 1. This is evidence of step
flow growth mode, with two dimensional growth of the AlN film dominating, unlike the
three dimension growth of the typical two-step process [13, 14]. This technique results
in significant reductions in the defect density in the GaN layer grown on top of the AlN
buffer due to termination of threading dislocations at V shaped pits at the AlN - GaN
interface[15]. Figure 4.1 shows the typical surface morphology of the GaN layer grown
by use of the AlN buffer growth technique, with typically low surface roughness rms
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Figure 4.1: AFM images of the GaN surface for a conventional two-step growth (left) and
the high temperature AlN buffer technique used in Sheffield (right).
Figure 4.2: XRD rocking curves showing the increase in crystal quality of GaN films
grown on the high temperature AlN buffer compared to GaN films grown using the stan-
dard two-step growth technique. The rocking curve of the high temperature AlN buffer
layer is shown on the right.
values of 0.2nm. Further examining the AFM image indicates that the GaN on our HT
AlN buffer does not show any dark points, typically observed on the AFM image of GaN
grown using the classic two-step growth approach, which are due to the termination of
screw dislocation on the surface. This means that the screw dislocation density of our
sample is extremely low. In addition, the AFM image of our GaN also shows features
with parallel and straight terraces, suggesting a typical step-flow growth mode, i.e., two
dimensional layer-by-layer growth mode, which is different from the island growth mode
of the conventional GaN [16]. For comparison, Figure 4.1 shows the typical AFM image
of standard GaN grown using the classic two-step approach, where a number of dark
points due to the termination of screw dislocation have been observed. Those results are
consistent with the data of the (0002) XRD rocking curves, which are shown in Figure
4.2. The (0002) full width at half maximum FWHM of AlN is only 59 arc sec, which
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Figure 4.3: A schematic of the structure of the typical InGaN/GaN 10 quantum well
sample grown in Sheffield used in this work (not to scale).
Material Number of Repeats InN mole fraction Thickness
InGaN Quantum Well 10 16% 2nm
GaN Quantum Barrier 10 0% 9nm
Table 4.1: The parameters fit from Figure4.4 showing quantum well and barrier width and
composition
is much narrower than that of any AlN grown on sapphire so far [17]. The GaN on our
HT AlN buffer also exhibits a narrow full width half maximum (FWHM) of (0002) XRD
rocking curve, 61 arc sec, while the typical FWHM of the conventional GaN is around
280 arcsec. The much narrower (0002) FWHM of the former indicates a very low screw
dislocation density in our GaN layer.
InGaN/GaN MQWs were grown on-top of the GaN buffer layers at single growth
temperatures for the barrier and quantum well regions. The growth temperature was var-
ied to control the indium mole fraction of the InGaN quantum wells, and therefore their
emission wavelength.
Structural Characterization
X-ray diffraction measurements have been made to characterize the InGaN/GaN MQW
structures. As described in Chapter 3, ω − 2θ scans can be used to measure the compo-
sition and thickness of multi-layered epitaxial materials such as quantum wells. Figure
4.4 shows measured ω − 2θ scan for a blue emitting 10 quantum well InGaN/GaN wafer
grown in Sheffield using the AlN buffer growth technique. A schematic of the MQW
structure is shown in Figure 4.3. The ω − 2θ scan shows the zero order peaks of GaN,
InGaN and the AlN buffer, higher order satellite peaks are also visible. Using the fitting
described in Chapter 3, the thicknesses and and compositions of the barriers and quantum
wells have been calculated and are shown in Table 4.1. This blue emitting sample has an
indium mole fraction of 16% with quantum well thickness of 2nm.
Optical Characterization
The optical properties of the InGaN/GaN 10 period quantum well sample presented
here have been investigated by photoluminescence using the system described in Chapter
3. The PL spectra of the 10 period quantum well sample with emission peak in the blue
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Figure 4.4: XRD ω−2θ scan data showing an as grown epi-wafer with 10 InGaN quantum
wells with GaN barrier layers. The GaN, InGaN and AlN peaks as visible along with
satellite peaks. The results of fitting are shown in Table 4.1
spectral region are presented in Figure 4.5. The excitation laser used was a 375nm laser
diode selectively exciting InGaN quantum wells. The sample temperature was varied
from 12K to room temperature (300K). A clear difference in the shape of the PL peak
is visible between low temperature and room temperature along with a peak emission
wavelength shift of 8.6nm. A low temperatures, the thermal energy of excited carriers
in the sample becomes insufficient to thermally excite carriers out of even shallow local
potential minima. At such low temperatures (on the order of 10K) it is common to assume
that the radiative recombination rate tends to zero, meaning recombination is entirely
radiative (i.e. IQE= 100%) [18, 19]. With this assumption an estimate of IQE at a
given temperature can be made using time integrated PL measurements referencing a
sufficiently low sample temperature (in this case 12K).
ηIQE(T ) = I(T )/I(12K) (4.1)
Where I(T ) is the integrated PL intensity at temperature T . Using this relationship, the
IQE of this sample can be estimated to be 0.5% at room temperature. The reason for this
low value is the low optical power density used to carry out the PL measurements. The
excitation source was a 375nm laser diode operating in CW mode with a low output power.
Under low excitation power densities, low densities of excited carriers are generated in the
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Figure 4.5: Photoluminescence measurements of the InGaN/GaN 10 quantum well as
grown wafer (a) at a sample temperature of 12K with an peak emission wavelength of
452.8nm and (b) at room temperature with a peak emission wavelength of 444.2nm
MQW which does not screen QCSE, leading to low efficiency radiative recombination.
Using the temperature dependence of the integrated PL intensity it is possible to extract
information relating to the localization depth and thermal activation of the non-radiative
processes in the MQW structure. Fitting a standard single term Arrhenius equation is not
generally appropriate due to inhomogeneities of the material and the varied nature of the
localization and non-radiative, PL quenching effects in InGaN [20, 21]. A reasonable fit
can be obtained using a two term equation:
I(T ) =
I(T=10K)
(1 + C1 exp (− Ea1kBT ) + C2 exp (− Ea2kBT )
(4.2)
Where C1 and C2 are constants and Ea1 and Ea2 represent activation energies of quench-
ing or non-radiative processes. Fitting the Arrhenius plot for this sample yeilds an Ea1 =
15meV and andEa2 = 57meV. The first activation energy corresponds to a temperature of
174K and related to the de-localization of excitons from localization centres in the InGaN,
the physical nature of the second term is a matter of debate and likely to be a combination
of features [21].
The temperature dependence of the PL spectrum also displays a clear shift in PL peak
position with temperature. This can be seen more clearly in by plotting the peak PL
emission energy as a function of temperature as in Figure4.7. The bandgap energy of
a semiconductor material typically follows a temperature dependence described by the
Varshini empirical equation [22].




Where E0 is the bandgap energy at T = 0K, and α and β are Varshini fitting parameters.
This behaviour describes a reduction in bandgap energy with temperature due to ther-
mal expansion of the lattice, leading to an increase in lattice spacing. The temperature
dependence of the PL peak emission of this InGaN/GaN sample deviates significantly
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Figure 4.6: (a) Temperature dependent time integrated PL spectra with PL intensity de-
creasing with increasing temperature. (b) An Arrhenius plot of Integrated PL intensity
against 1000/T showing the reduction in PL intensity with increasing temperature
from this behaviour. This characteristic "S-shaped" temperature dependence has been
attributed to competition between the standard temperature induced bandgap shrinkage
and a thermally activated de-localization of carriers and redistribution between localized
states [23, 24]. Due to inhomogeneity in the InGaN layer, at low temperature, excitons are
quickly localized in local potential fluctuations within the material. With increasing ther-
mal energy the localized excitons can escape their initial localization centres and move
through the material before being captured by localization centres with larger potential
depths leading to a red-shift in emission wavelength. As the thermal energy is increased
further, de-localized excitons are able to migrate through the material and interact with
non-radiative recombination centres. As non-radiative recombination increases and the
recombination lifetime decreases, the possibility of excitons migrating to deeper localiza-
tion centres decreases causing a blue-shift in emission energy. At higher thermal energy
(in this case above T = 180K), with de-localized excitons dominating, further thermal
energy does not significantly reduce carrier lifetimes and the blue-shift behaviour is re-
duced. At temperatures higher than T = 180K the peak emission energy redshifts due to
temperature induced band-gap shrinkage.
The carrier recombination dynamics were investigated by TRPL using the TCSPC
technique described in Chapter 3 with a 375nm pulsed laser diode as excitation source to
selectively excite carriers in the InGaN quantum wells. The PL decay traces measured at
peak emission wavelength are presented at different sample temperatures in Figure 4.8.
A clear trend is visible with the decay significantly longer at the lower sample tempera-
tures and the trace becoming significantly shorter at higher sample temperatures. As this
InGaN/GaN MQW sample is grown on c-plane sapphire and is therefore polar, QCSE is
expected to cause the radiative recombination of carriers in the quantum well to be inhib-
ited due to reduced electron-hole wavefunction overlap, leading to long carrier lifetimes.
From Figure 4.8 it is clear that at 300K and 240K the carrier lifetime is considerably
shorter than that at lower temperatures. Using that the measured photoluminescence life-
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Figure 4.7: Temperature dependent peak emission energy for the 10 quantum well In-
GaN/GaN sample. A characteristic s-shift can be seen, with an initial red-shift from
T = 12K to T = 90K followed by a blue-shift until T = 200K where emission red-shifts
again until room temperature.
time is related to the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes by Equation 4.4 it is possible to
understand this behaviour. By examining the low temperature PL decay trace and using
the assumption that at 12K non-radiative recombination is effectively frozen out by car-
rier localization, the measured lifetime can be assumed to be equivalent to the radiative
recombination lifetime. As the sample temperature is increased and excitons start to ther-
mally de-localize, the non-radiative recombination centres are now accessible by these
de-localized excitons and the non-radiative recombination lifetime begins to decrease.










The TRPL traces presented in Figure 4.8 also highlight an interesting feature of recombi-
nation in InGaN/GaN MQWs. Although the traces are presented on a linear - log scale,
the decays are clearly not pure exponential in profile. In ternary III-nitride alloys such as
InGaN the non-exponential decay profile has been widely reported [25, 26]. This non-
monoexponential decay is common in disordered material systems where multiple decay
channels exist such as amorphous semiconductors [27]. The decay of InGaN quantum
wells can be described by a bi-exponential decay, with a fast and slow decay component,
where the component describes free exciton recombination and the slower decay compo-
nents are caused by recombination from a range of localization centres and redistribution
between localized states [25, 26, 28].
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Figure 4.8: Time resolved photoluminescence data measured for the blue emitting In-
GaN 10 quantum well described previously. TRPL decay traces are plotted at different
sample temperatures with a clear difference in behaviour from long, slow decay at low






The TRPL data for the 10 period quantum well sample here was fitted with a bi-exponential
decay described in Equation 4.5, where A1 and A2 are the decay coefficients of the two
exponential decays with lifetimes τ1 and τ2. The decay is not a single component mo-
noexponential decay. The representative decay lifetime τpl is not a single component,
however, since the fast exponential component τ1 tends to dominate over the slower de-
cay component τ2, here, τ1 is taken as τpl = τ1 for the sake of comparative analysis.
Using the relation ship shown in Equation 4.6, it is possible to extract the radiative and






By substituting the temperature dependent time integrated PL from Equation 5.6 into
Equation 4.6 and using Equations 4.7 the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes can be
calculated from temperature dependent time resolved and time integrated PL. It should
be noted that due to the assumptions made for Equation 5.6 and the assumption that τ1 =
τpl, these radiative and non-radiative values should not be taken as physically absolute,
but can be useful for relative comparison in analysing the temperature dependent carrier













Plotting the processed TRPL data for the blue emitting InGaN quantum well sample in
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Figure 4.9: The PL decay, radiative and non-radiative lifetimes of the InGaN/GaN 10
quantum well sample are presented as a function of temperature.
Figure 4.9 shows the measured PL lifetime (τpl) initially increases from low temperature,
at a maximum at T = 50K due to a combination of the thermalization of excitons in
the quantum wells leading to longer radiative lifetimes [18, 30] and the redistribution to
deeper localized states with longer emission wavelengths and therefore longer radiative
lifetimes due to the polar nature of c-plane nitrides [24]. At a temperature of 85K, the
radiative and non-radiative lifetimes become equivalent. With increasing temperature the
dominant recombination pathways are now non-radiative due to the thermal activation
of the non-radiative recombination centres. As non-radiative recombination dominates,
thermalized increase in radiative lifetime is no-longer visible with increasing temperature.
As the thermal energy increases and the majority of non-radiative recombination centres
become activated, the decrease in the PL decay lifetime begins to slow towards room
temperature.
4.2 Nanorod Fabrication
The approach taken to the fabrication of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods in this work is a
top-down, post growth dry etching based process relying on self assembled masks. Many
techniques are used to fabricate nanostructures using III-nitride materials. The benefit of
top-down, self assembly techniques is the relatively simple, scalable methods required
make for technology that has practical applications for industry. There are many vari-
ations on top-down nanorod fabrication techniques reported using self assembled metal
etch masks [4], nano-imprint lithography [7], electron beam lithography [1], and silica
nanospheres [31]. The method used in this work is as follows: The InGaN/GaN MQW
epiwafer on sapphire is taken and first cleaned with solvent baths to remove any potential
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Figure 4.10: A schematic showing the nanorod fabrication procedure used
contaminants from the surface. The fabrication procedure is shown schematically in Fig-
ure 4.10. First, a layer of SiO2 is then deposited on the epitaxial GaN surface by PECVD
with a thickness of 200nm as shown in Figure 4.10 (b). The sample is then removed from
the PECVD chamber and placed in an Edwards 306 thermal evaporator. A nickel film
with a thickness of 10nm is then thermally evaporated on top of the SiO2 at a pressure of
(< 10−5mbar) Figure 4.10 (c). A Rapid Thermal Annealer (RTA) is then used to anneal
the sample at a temperature of 820◦C in a flowing nitrogen atmosphere at atmospheric
pressure for 60s. This annealing step causes the Ni film to coalesce and form self as-
sembled nanoislands as shown in Figure 4.10 (d). These Ni nanoislands are used as an
etch mask to form the nanorods. The sample is loaded into the chamber of a RIE system,
to etch through the SiO2 forming Ni capped SiO2 nanorods on the surface of the GaN
Figure 4.10 (e). The plasma etch conditions used for the RIE process are a gas mixture
of CHF3:SF6 with a flow rates of 30 : 10sccm respectively. The chamber pressure is set
at 35mbar and an RF power of 75W is used to etch the SiO2. Finally an ICP RIE with
Cl2Ar etch gasses is used to etch through the GaN layer (including InGaN MQWs) using
the SiO2 as an etch mask Figure 4.10 (f).
SEM images of the nanorod fabrication process can be seen in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
The SiO2 mask is removed after dry etching by HF solution. The typical nanorod diameter
is on average 220nm with a density of 109/cm2. It should also be noted that unlike some
previous reports of self assembled nanorods, these nanorods have vertical sidewalls[7, 8]
which will help reduce the effects of dry etch damage on the InGaN quantum wells. Be-
fore optical measurements are carried out, the nanorod arrays have potential etch damage
removed by a surface treatment process.
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Figure 4.11: (a) SEM image of a self assembled array of Ni nanoislands after thermal
annealing, for use as a dry etch mask. (b) SEM image of SiO2 nanorods, after RIE etch
Figure 4.12: SEM images of the etched nanorods, with typical diameters of 220nm
4.3 Characterization of InGaN/GaN MQW Nanorods
In Figure 4.13 photoluminescence data are presented for a blue emitting InGaN/GaN
10 quantum well as-grown epiwafer and a sample from the same wafer after nanorod
fabrication. This measurement was carried out at room temperature with excitation by a
375nm wavelength diode laser operating in continuous wave mode. The use of a 375nm
laser diode with a corresponding photon energy of 3.31eV selectively generates carriers
in the InGaN quantum wells only as 3.31eV is below the band edge of the GaN quantum
barriers. A significant enhancement of the photoluminescence intensity of around six
times is seen in the InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod sample compared to the planar wafer. A
blue-shift in peak emission wavelength of 4nm is also visible for the nanorod structure.
Strain relaxation has previously been reported as a potential cause for the enhancement in
PL emission intensity and the blue shift in PL emission peak wavelength and as such has
been investigated further.
Strain Relaxation
During the growth of InGaN/GaN quantum wells on c-plane substrates, the growth
direction is along the polarization direction of the lattice (0001), the c-direction. For
InGaN quantum wells, as the lattice constant of InN is larger than that of GaN, and in a
typical quantum well with a thickness of 2 − 3nm (well below the critical thickness to
allow strain relaxation) the quantum well is fully strained to the GaN barrier. The process
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Figure 4.13: Photoluminescence of an InGaN MQW as-grown epiwafer compared with
the sample after the fabrication of a nanorod nanorod array
of breaking the crystal lattice in the plane on the length scale of nanorod diameters (of
the order 220nm) leaves the nanorod sidewalls free standing, unbound by crystal lattice to
neighbouring nanorods. Due to this breaking of the lattice, the local lattice of the nanorod
is free to move to a lower energy state, relaxing the strain in the nanorod. One of the
critical signatures of this relaxation in strain in InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods is the blue
shift in peak PL emission in nanorod compared to as planar epi-wafer. The blue shift is a
result of the strain relaxation induced reduction in piezoelectric field across the quantum
well. This reduction in electric field reduces the band tilting and emission wavelength is
therefore decreased as the effective bandgap energy increases.
To systematically study the reasons for the PL emission intensity enhancement a set
of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods were studied with a range of emission wavelengths (vio-
let, blue and green) with increasing indium mole fraction and therefore increasing strain
induced piezoelectric fields. The samples were grown using the same process described
earlier, with an AlN buffer layer on c-plane sapphire. The MQW structures consisted of
5 repeats of 2nm InGaN quantum well and 9nm GaN barrier. The indium mole fraction
was varied by changing the quantum well growth temperature and XRD ω − 2θ data was
fit to obtain the quantum well and barrier thickness and InN mole fraction. The com-
position of the quantum wells was found to be 10%, 20% and 30% for the violet, blue
and green emitting samples respectively. Nanorods arrays were fabricated in following
the procedure described in Section 4.2. The PL spectra for the set of samples is pre-
sented in Figure 4.14 and shows that all of the InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod samples show
a PL emission intensity increase over the corresponding as-grown sample, with the size
of the enhancement increasing with emission wavelength. The samples also show a blue-
shift in emission wavlength compared to their corresponding as-grown samples, again,
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Figure 4.14: Time integrated PL spectra of the three InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod samples
with emission wavelengths in the violet, blue and green spectral regions. The correspond-
ing as-grown epiwafer samples are shown in black. All nanorod samples show an increase
in PL intensity and a blueshift in emission wavelength.
the magnitude of this blue-shift increases with increasing emission wavelength. The PL
enhancements are by factors of 7.2, 11 and 52 for the violet, blue and green emitting
samples respectively. The blue-shifts in emission peak are by 2.0nm, 6.7nm and 28.4nm
for violet, blue and green emitting samples. It is clear that the PL intensity enhancement
and emission peak blue-shift are increased significantly with increasing indium mole frac-
tion in the MQWs. These results are consistent with the effect of strain relaxation as the
indium fraction increases, the lattice constant of InGaN increases and with it the strain
and therefore the piezoelectric field. Samples with higher indium content therefore are
expected to display more significant effects of strain relaxation.
In order to confirm the strain relaxation in the InGaN quantum wells XRD measure-
ments were used to directly measure strain relaxation in the crystal lattice. XRD tech-
niques can be used to probe the strain state of quantum wells in MQW structures by using
a technique called reciprocal space mapping (RSM). This involves taking standard ω−2θ
scans as a function of ω and allows the strain of the InGaN quantum wells to be measured
relative to the GaN layer[32]. The RSMs for the as-grown green emitting MQW wafer
and the nanorod green emitting MQW samples are shown in Figure 4.15. The RSM of
the as-grown MQW sample shows the InGaN satellite peak positions are along the fully
strained line of the GaN buffer peak, indicating that the InGaN quantum wells are fully
strained to the GaN. For the nanorod sample however, the InGaN satellite peak positions
are between the fully strained (GaN) line and the fully relaxed line, indicating that the
InGaN quantum wells are partially relaxed due to the fabrication of the nanorod array.
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Figure 4.15: X-ray diffraction reciprocal space map (RSM) of the (a) as-grown green
emitting MQW wafer and the (b) corresponding nanorod sample. The as grown wafer
shows the InGaN satellite peak positions in allong the fully strained line, showing the
InGaN MQWs are fully strained to the GaN barrier lattice constant. The nanorod sample
shows the InGaN satellite peak positions between the fully strained and fully relaxed lines
indicating partial strain relaxation in the InGaN MQWs.
Figure 4.16: Room temperature TRPL traces for the set of MQW nanorods with violet,
blue and green emission wavelengths. It is clear that the nanorod samples all show longer
decay profiles than their corresponding as grown samples.
4.3.1 InGaN/GaN MQW Nanorod Carrier Recombination Dynam-
ics
Time resolved photoluminescence measurements have been carried out at room tem-
perature on this series of samples to examine the exiton dynamics in order to better under-
stand the reasons for the enhancement in PL intensity seen in the nanorod MQW samples.
From Figure 4.9 in the previous section it is clear that the for the standard blue emitting
MQW, non-radiative decay processes strongly dominate the exciton recombination dy-
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Figure 4.17: Time resolved photoluminescence of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods at differ-
ent temperatures. a), b) and c) are violet, blue and green emission wavelengths respec-
tively
namics at temperatures higher than T= 80K, therefore the room temperature decay traces
are most significantly influenced by non-radiative decay. By examining Figure 4.16 it
is clear that the nanorod samples all show significantly longer decay profiles than their
corresponding as-grown samples. All of the samples used have a quantum well thick-
ness of 2nm and vary only in indium mole fraction, the increasing indium content should
lead to increasing strain induced piezoelectric field and therefore increased recombina-
tion lifetimes. By examining the decay curves for the as grown set of samples it is clear
than the decay is relatively unchanged by the change in indium composition, evidence
that non-radiative recombination is dominant at room temperature. The nanorod decay
profiles however show longer decay lifetimes than the as grown samples by increasing
factors of 3.2, 4.8 and 11.5 times for the violet, blue and green emitting samples respec-
tively. If the reason for PL enhancement was due to strain relaxation alone, it would be
expected that the radiative lifetime would increase, leading to longer PL lifetimes. The
observed behaviour implies that other processes are also occurring upon nanorod fabrica-
tion. Comparing the decay of the three nanorod samples in Figure 4.16, it becomes clear
that the lifetime is increasing with increasing indium mole fraction as is expected due
to the larger piezo-electric fields. This implies that the nanorod samples are less signifi-
cantly effected by non-radiative recombination than the as-grown samples as the radiative
lifetime is more clear in the measured PL lifetime. In order to investigate this further tem-
perature dependent TRPL measurements were taken. The temperature dependent TRPL
data for the set of three InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods is presented in Figure 4.17, (a), (b)
and (c) are the violet, blue and green emitting samples respectively. It is immediately
clear that the decays of all three samples are more temperature stable with temperature
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Figure 4.18: The TRPL of the series of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods as a function of
temperature after processing to extract the PL, radiative and non-radiative lifetimes.
than the as grown MQW sample in Figure 4.8. All samples show a slight decrease in
lifetime as the temperature is increased, the change is significantly smaller than that seen
in the as grown samples. This is a further indication that non-radiative recombination has
been significantly reduced. To confirm this, the temperature dependent TRPL data was fit
with a bi-exponential function and the fast decay component that dominates the PL decay
was taken as the representative PL lifetime. The lifetime data was processed with the
temperature dependent time integrated PL derived IQE values to calculate the radiative
and non-radiative lifetimes. This data is presented in Figure 4.18. It is clear from Figure
4.18 that the lifetimes in general increase with increasing indium mole fraction at all tem-
peratures (indicated by the gradual offset in the decay curves from violet to green). This
increase in lifetime is expected due to the increased strain induced piezo-electric fields.
For all samples, non-radiative decay dominates over radiative decay at room temperature,
by examining the temperature dependence it becomes apparent that the switching tem-
perature between radiative and non-radiative decay dominating is different for the three
samples studied, apparently increasing with increasing indium mole fraction. In order to
understand the effect of the fabrication of nanorods has on the temperature dependence of
the exciton dynamics, the ratio of radiative to non-radaitive lifetimes has been plotted for
the set of samples in Figure 4.19. The ratio of radiative to non-radiative recombination






This allows the evaluation of the transition of recombination from radiative to non-radiative,
the ratio increases as non-radiative recombination processes become thermally activated,
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Figure 4.19: The ratio of the radiative and non-radiative lifetimes for the set of violet (a),
blue (b) and green (c) emitting InGaN/GaN MQWs. The ratios for the as-grown wafer
are compared to the ratios after nanorod fabrication.
leading to a lowering of the IQE of the sample. It is clear that the behaviour of this
ratio for nanorod and as-grown sample is very similar for all three InGaN/GaN MQWs
for low temperatures. Below T = 120K, all samples show that the ratio is small, and
there is no significant difference between nanorod and as-grown as radiative recombina-
tion is dominant over non-radiative recombination. As the non-radiative recombination
centres become thermally activated, the non-radiative recombination rate becomes more
significant and all samples show an increase in the ratio at a characteristic temperature
referred to here as the transition temperature. All as-grown samples show a significant
increase in the radiative/non-radiative ratio above their respective transition temperatures
where non-radiative recombination becomes strongly dominant. The nanorod samples
however, show a reduced temperature sensitivity, with this increase with temperature less
pronounced due to the lower non-radiative recombination rate. Comparing the behaviour
of the violet, blue and green emitting MQW samples, it is clear that the reduction in
this sensitivity is increased with increasing indium mole fraction. This compliments an
increase in the transition temperature for the green emitting sample.
To understand this reduced sensitivity displayed by the green emitting sample, it is
worth considering the differences between samples with different indium mole fraction.
It is well understood that with increasing indium mole fraction, inhomogeneities such as
indium clustering in the InGaN well will increase. This increase in local inhomogeneity
leads to increased localization effects. To understand this, TRPL can be used at low
temperature to examine the localization depth by measuring the lifetime as a function of
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Figure 4.20: The measured TRPL lifetimes as a function of wavelength for the set of
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod samples with emission wavelengths from violet (a) and blue
(b) to green (c).
emission wavelength. Figure 4.20 shows the PL lifetimes measured at T = 12K at various
emission wavelengths across the emission peak for each of the three nanorod samples. It
is clear that the lifetime increases significantly with increasing emission wavelength for
all three samples. Increasing emission wavelength shows a larger spread of lifetimes
with emission wavelengths. This behaviour can be understood as evidence of increasing
localization of excitons with increasing indium mole fraction. The increase in lifetime
with emission wavelength is a feature caused by the existence of localized excitons in a
tail states distribution[25, 29, 33]. The behaviour can be described by Equation 4.9.
τ(E) =
τr
1 + exp[(E − Eme)/E0] (4.9)
Where τ(T ) is the lifetime at temperature T, E is the emission energy, Eme is a mobility
edge like energy and E0 is the localization depth. Fitting the data in Figure 4.20 leads
to localization depths for the three samples with violet, blue and green emission wave-
lengths are , 22.5meV, 27.3meV and 31.7meV respectively. The localization depth can
therefore be seen to be increasing with indium mole fraction. This can help explain why
the transition temperature highlighted in Figure 4.19 increases with increasing indium
mole fraction, as the localization depth increases, the thermal energy required to activate
the non-radiative recombination centres increases, leading to an increased transition tem-
perature. The significant reduction in non-radiative recombination rate seen in all of the
nanorod samples compared to the as-grown samples, cannot be explained by a reduction
in strain however, a separate mechanism is proposed to explain this effect.
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Figure 4.21: A schematic of the effect of lateral confinement on non-radiative recombi-
nation. Non-radiative recombination centres are shown in red, it is possible for carriers to
migrate to these centres and recombine in the planar structure (a), nanorods however (b),
spatially confine carriers, potentially reducing non-radiative recombination
Lateral Exciton Confinement
Along with strain relaxation, an additional benefit of fabrication of nanorods is poten-
tial of extra in-plane lateral confinement of carriers due to the size of the limited dimen-
sions of the nanorods in the plane[8]. The efficacy of lateral confinement depends on the
mobility of excitons in the InGaN quantum wells, where lateral confinement will start to
effect recombination properties when the diameter of the nanorods approaches the exci-
ton diffusion length. InGaN based LEDs already enjoy significant commercial success
and although device efficiencies are still a long way from their theoretical potential the
efficiencies of these devices are significantly higher than the defect density of the hetero-
epitaxial III-nitrides should support. It has been widely reported that the reason for this
high performance is due to localization of excitons at the local potential minima due to
sub-micron scale inhomogeneities[19, 34–36]. If the length scale of the nanorod induced
additional lateral confinement is similar to the non-radiative recombination centre sepa-
ration then it is possible for the additional lateral confinement to localize excitons away
from non-radiative recombination centres and reduce the probability of non-radiative re-
combination in the InGaN quantum wells. A schematic of this lateral confinement is
shown in Figure 4.21.
The sub-micron local inhomogeneities in InGaN have been probed by scanning near
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field optical microscopy (SNOM)[22] and by cathodoluminescence[19]. Revealing fluc-
tuations of emission intensity and emission wavelength on length scales are on the order
of, or larger than the typical nanorod diameter of 220nm it is reasonable to assume that if
localization on the length scale of hundreds of nanometers at low temperature can reduce
exciton diffusion to non-radiative recombination centres then the nanorod enabled lateral
confinement on a length scale or approximately 220nm will be significant in reducing
diffusion to non-radiative recombination centres, even at room temperature.
Published values of exciton diffusion length in InGaN vary significantly from sub
100nm [25] to hundreds of nanometers[37, 38]. The diffusion of excitons in the quantum




Where the exciton diffusion coefficient is D = µkBT/q. As the effective masses in InN
are lower than those in GaN[40], with increasing indium mole fraction the effective mass
is reduced. This leads to an increased exciton mobility µ and also increased diffusion
length. This increase in excitonic diffusion length can explain the increased benefit of
nanorod lateral confinement for higher indium composition samples shown in Figure 4.19.
Where the longer wavelength emitting samples show lower temperature sensitivity of the
radiative/non-radiative lifetime ratio, as the nanorod lateral confinement is more likely to
have an influence on exciton diffusion when exciton diffusion length is increased.
4.4 Summary
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod arrays have been fabricated by a post growth, top-down
fabrication process. The performance of the MQWs increases significantly in the nanorod
array structures compared to the as grown planar MQW wafer. The fabrication process
results in a blue-shift in emission peak wavelength, a signature of strain relaxation in the
quantum wells and an increase in PL intensity. An investigation of the exciton recombina-
tion dynamics in the InGaN/GaN MQWs reveals that the room temperature PL lifetime is
significantly longer for the MQWs after nanorod fabrication. It has been shown that this
increase in room temperature PL lifetime is as a result the reduction of the non-radiative
recombination rate in the MQWs in the nanorod arrays. A model has been developed
based on the increased lateral confinement of MQW excitons leading to a reduced rate of
diffusion of excitons to non-radiative recombination centres to explain these results.
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Non-Radiative Energy Transfer from InGaN MQW
Nanorod Arrays to a Light Emitting Polymer
5.1 Hybrid Organic / Inorganic Structures for LEDs us-
ing Non-radiative Energy Transfer
As was covered in Chapter 1, the most commonly used method of generating white
light using LEDs is by the down conversion technique, where phosphor materials are
used to convert a portion of the blue emission from InGaN/GaN MQWs to longer wave-
length emission to generate white light. Although this phosphor conversion technology is
widespread, there are still issues facing this technology (as discussed in Chapter 1) where
novel solutions offer potential routes to enhancing performance. Some have chosen to fo-
cus research on generating white light without use of phosphors or any down-conversion
material. Nguyen et al. used MBE grown GaN nanowires containing multiple layers of
InGaN quantum dots to produce broad emission spectra to avoid the use of phosphors and
their potential drawbacks[1]. Research is also ongoing into MOCVD grown three dimen-
sional structures such as core shell nanorods, where broad spectrum visible light emission
is generated at InGaN quantum wells on different crystal facets of GaN nanorods[2]. Such
approaches allow the potential for phosphor free white LED operation but are at the early
stages of research and the performance of such devices is not comparable with standard
LED devices. Typically such three dimensional LED structures face difficulties in the
fabrication of good electrical contacts and p-n junctions with shorting and current leakage
problems. Combining the benefits of both organic and inorganic semiconductor materials
together to create hybrid optoelectronics with improved performance is an area of increas-
ing interest as was covered in Chapter 2. The benefits of using hybrid organic/inorganic
structures can range from the more basic direct phosphor replacement [3–5] to novel
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structures that make use of near field coupling regimes[6] or hybrid exciton states[7]. As
discussed in Chapter 1, the use of organic materials can allow for the problems of phos-
phor intellectual property to be circumvented as access to the full visible spectrum with a
wide variety of organic materials (also beneficial for improving CRI of white LEDs). Full
down-conversion LEDs have been demonstrated using a UV emitting LED and a blend
of organic materials as down conversion medium[5]. Such devices with direct phosphor
replacement take advantage of some of the benefits of hybrid devices such as the poten-
tial for high photoluminescence efficiencies of some organic light emitters with low self
absorption (due to potentially large stokes shifts) and high IQE [8]. The ability to blend
a variety of different wavelength emitting polymers allows high colour qualities to be
achieved with precise control over the emission spectrum, Itskos et al. demonstrated this
with a blend of three different polyfluorene based organic materials[9]. Significant further
benefits can be found by using the properties of such hybrid structures to take advantage
of near field coupling mechanisms not possible with traditional phosphors.
Non-radiative Energy Transfer (NRET)
Traditional phosphor down-conversion works on the principal of emission of a photon
by the higher energy pump system, transfer of the photon to the phosphor material, ab-
sorption by the phosphor and finally re-emission of the down-converted photon at a lower
energy. This radiative coupling is potentially infinite in range, with real photons as the
exchange particle. Over short ranges however (the near field regime) the nature of energy
transfer changes. Theodore Förster developed a theory in 1946 to describe the near field
coupling between resonant dipoles with separations of the order d ≈ λ
2pi
that later be-
came known as Förster energy transfer or Förster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET)[10].
This theoretical basis was originally developed to describe the energy transfer between
an excited molecule and a molecule in an unexcited state, with resonant emission and
absorption where the dipoles are Frenkel excitons of the molecules, with small dipole ra-
dius compared to exciton separation. Förster showed that FRET requires spectral overlap
between the emission of the donor molecule and absorption of the acceptor molecule. In
this molecular case, the FRET transfer rate has an inverse sixth power dependence on the










Where τD is the relaxation rate of the excited state of the excited (donor) molecule by all
processes apart from FRET. R0 is the characteristic distance known as the Förster radius,
defined as the separation between donor and acceptor molecules where FRET rate drops
to 50% of maximum (which depends on material properties and relative dipole align-
ments). rDA is the separation between donor and acceptor dipoles. The FRET process
important in organic and biological systems as a method of energy transfer between iso-
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lated molecules at small separations, with FRET microscopy used as a super-resolution
microscopy technique to measure separations between molecules on the order of 10nm
[11]. In 1989 and in further detail in 2004 Andrews et al. used quantum electro-dynamics
(QED) to examine non-radiative energy transfer[12, 13]. At first a QED description of
radiative energy transfer was constructed, before examining the exchange with varying
separation. It was shown that at short distances (the near-field), the exchange of energy
between excited donor and ground state acceptor is mediated by a virtual photon. This
description allows for a unified theory, where at large separation the exchange of energy
is by real photon and as separation is reduced the exchanged photon becomes virtual
in nature. Leading to the argument that non-radiative energy transfer is the near-field
asymptote of radiative energy transfer. Hill et al. used monolayers of molecules fab-
ricated by the Langmuir-Blodgett process to control the separation between donor and
acceptor molecules in separated parallel macroscopic two dimensional films[14]. The
FRET process between the two films was probed by use of time resolved photolumines-
cence measurements to examine changes in the exciton dynamics caused by FRET. The
FRET rate was found to deviate from the r−6 dependence in Förster’s theory that has been
widely observed when the dipoles are essential separated points. A dependence of FRET
rate on film separation of r−2 was found to exist in this geometry and was explained by
the integration of two point dipoles, each over an infinite two dimensional sheet.
Non-radiative Energy Transfer for Down-conversion LEDs
The potential application of NRET processes in a down-conversion LED were pre-
sented in a theoretical investigation into novel hybrid organic/inorganic device structures
based on inorganic quantum wells light emitting organic layers out by Basko et al.[15].
Here the benefits of combining inorganic semiconductors with the high electrical injec-
tion efficiencies and the optical properties of organic semiconductors was proposed in a
configuration that would allow the use of FRET as the dominant energy transfer mech-
anism. The structure proposed consisted of an inorganic quantum well with a thin top
barrier layer to allow the separation between the inorganic quantum well excitons and
excitons in the organic overlayer to be reduced to 5nm. Using this structure, Basko et
al. calculated that FRET rates of the range 10 − 100ps could be achieved, being faster
than typical lifetime of inorganic quantum well excitons, the emission from the inorganic
material in this case would be quenched, with energy transferred to the organic overlayer.
The major challenge facing the practical implementation of LEDs utilizing FRET is the
need to reduce separation between the donor and acceptor excitons.
The first practical demonstration of a hybrid light emitting device structure utilizing
NRET came not through the use of a hybrid organic/inorganic structure, but using a III-
V InGaN quantum well coupled to II-VI semiconductor colloidal quantum dots as the
down-conversion acceptor[16]. A structure similar to that described by Basko et al. was
used, with an InGaN/GaN single quantum well structure with a thin top GaN capping
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layer. The emission wavelength of the InGaN quantum well used was 400nm with CdSe
colloidal quantum dots of emission wavelength 575nm deposited on the top GaN barrier
(barrier thickness = 3nm). By measuring time resolved PL of the InGaN quantum well,
the lifetime of carriers in the quantum well was seen to decrease in the presence the
quantum dot overlayer due to non-radiative decay from the quantum well to the quantum
dots. An energy transfer efficiency of 55% was found in this study. Further development
of this idea led to an electrically injected device with a similar structure, a single InGaN
quantum well and thin n-GaN cap coated with colloidal quantum dots[17]. In order to
minimize separation between quantum well and quantum dot excitons, the top capping
layer must be extremely thin (based on typical Förster radii less than 5 − 10nm) which
leads to poor LED performance due to current spreading issues.
Hybrid organic/inorganic structures were fabricated by Heliotis et al.[6] using a simi-
lar structure to that proposed by Basko et al. in 1999. Again a single InGaN quantum well
was used, with an emission wavelength of 385nm and three different GaN cap thickne-
ses 15, 4 and 2.5nm. A blue emitting polyfluorene, F8DP, was deposited on the top GaN
cap of the three samples and the InGaN quantum well was optically excited with a laser.
The different GaN cap thickness allowed the energy transfer dependence on separation
between quantum well and organic excitons to be characterized. Temperature dependent
time integrated PL measurements were taken for both the emission peaks of InGaN and
F8DP. The F8DP peak on a glass substrate was found to have no temperature dependence
over the range 77 − 300K, unlike the InGaN with a strong decrease in PL intensity with
increasing temperature. A signature of the InGaN quantum well temperature dependence
was found in the emission peak of the F8DP for the hybrid samples with varying temper-
ature. The strength of this temperature dependent signature was found to increase with
decreasing cap thickness, as where FRET is strongly sensitive to separation the radiative
pumping is not. It was argued that with a 15nm GaN cap (exciton separation) the FRET
process was negligible. This re-enforces the importance of reducing exciton separation in
any hybrid device employing FRET.
Chanyawadee et al. demonstrated a different approach to fabricating a hybrid device
utilizing a higher efficiency InGaN MQW structure with a standard thick top p-GaN cap
non-radiatively coupled to colloidal II-VI quantum dots[18]. In order to reduce the sep-
aration of InGaN and quantum dot excitons from the ≈ 200nm of a standard p-GaN cap
layer thickness to the less than 10nm required for FRET by the etching of a holes through
the MQW structures followed by the filling of these holes with quantum dots. Nanoim-
print lithography was used to create an etch mask of dots and dashes on the InGaN LED
wafer followed by dry etching the pattern either through the p-GaN cap of through the
MQW region below. The holes were filled and TRPL PL measurements used to measured
the change in recombination dynamics due to the presence of the colloidal quantum dots.
The sample with etched holes that did not penetrate the quantum well layer (hence separa-
tion of InGaN and quantum dot excitons is large) showed no change in MQW dynamics.
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The sample with low exciton separation showed a change in recombination dynamics in
the MQW as a result of FRET to the colloidal quantum dots.
InGaN/GaN MQW Nanorods for Non-radiative Energy Transfer
The use of FRET as the coupling mechanism of the electrically injected quantum
wells of an white LED to the down-conversion medium has great potential to increase
efficiencies of white LEDs. FRET does not require radiative recombination in the donor
material, extraction of the emitted photon from the donor material and finally absorption
of the photon by the down conversion medium, as such the process can be more efficient
that radiative energy transfer. As the energy transfer rates achievable with FRET between
an inorganic MQW donor and an organic acceptor layer are potentially extremely fast[15],
the FRET energy transfer mechanism has the potential to compete with non-radiative de-
cay processes in the inorganic quantum wells, leading to increases in device efficiency.
The most significant barrier to the use of FRET in hybrid structures is the need to reduce
the separation between MQW excitons and excitons in the down conversion medium to
distances of less than 10nm. This is not possible with traditional LED structures that
require p-GaN capping layer thicknesses of at least 150 to 200nm or with phosphor mate-
rials that have typical grain sizes on the order of microns[19–21]. As such, novel device
structures are required to enable the utilization of FRET in commercially applicable white
LED technologies.
In the previous chapter, the benefits of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods fabricated by a
post growth top-down etch process were presented. With a significant increase in the PL
intensity of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods due to strongly reduced non-radiative recombi-
nation, this process is promising for improving the performance of InGaN LEDs. This
self assembled nanorod array structure has further benefits, by exposing the sidewalls
of the multiple quantum wells, it is possible to create novel hybrid structures that min-
imize separation between excitons in the MQWs and a material placed on the nanorod
sidewalls. A hybrid III-V/II-VI structure was demonstrated by Nizamoglu et al. based
on InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods fabricated by post growth top-down etching process and
colloidal II-VI quantum dots deposited on-top of the MQW nanorod arrays[22]. A simi-
lar method was used to investigate the energy transfer between blue emitting InGaN/GaN
MQWs and the red emitting II-VI quantum dots, with TRPL used to examine the reduc-
tion in MQW exciton lifetime due to the additional non-radiative recombination pathway
of FRET. The lifetime of the MQW excitons was found to reduce significantly along with
a large quenching of MQW emission intensity.
Before this work there were no reports of hybrid organic/inorganic devices utilizing
nanostructuring approaches to enable high efficiency FRET. Through the use of the self
assembled top down nanorods described in the previous chapter, it is possible to not only
increase the performance of blue emitting InGaN/GaN MQWs but also to give the possi-
bility of using the high efficiency (high speed) Non-radiative energy transfer coupling to
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Figure 5.1: The structure of the polyfluorene co-polymer used in this work F8BT. The F8
unit is on the left with the BT unit on the right.
a high efficiency organic light emitting material as a down conversion medium. With ex-
posed vertical sidewalls, the InGaN MQWs of MQW nanorods can potentially be directly
coated with a light emitting polymer, giving rise to an extremely small separation be-
tween MQW and organic excitons, leading to the potential of extremely fast non-radiative
energy transfer of energy from InGaN/GaN MQWs to the light emitting organic coating.
In this chapter the fabrication and characterization of hybrid light emitting polymer -
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod structures is presented, by first examining the fabrication and
characterization of the organic materials.
5.2 Light Emitting Polymer Deposition and Characteri-
zation
To investigate the potential of hybrid organic/InGaN MQW nanorod structures an
organic material was chosen with an absorption peak in the blue and emission in the
yellow spectral regions to fit with the idea of a down converted white emitting device
structure. The material used was poly(9, 9-dioctylfluorenyl-2, 7-diyl-co-1, 4-benzo-(2, 1-
3)-thiadiazole)) (F8BT), a yellow emitting polyfluorene co-polymer shown in Figure 5.1.
The absorption and emission spectra of F8BT films spin-coated from toluene are shown
in Figure 5.2, the main absorption peak of polymer is broad and centred at 460nm closely
matching the emission peak of blue emitting nanorods at ≈ 450nm. A second, higher en-
ergy absorption peak at 350nm is also present and although the exact nature of this peak
is not yet well understood, it has been observed that pumping F8BT at this higher energy
absorption feature requires some intra-molecular energy transfer and results in a lower
PL efficiency[23]. The emission band is broad with a peak at 540nm and exhibits a long,
low energy tail giving an overall yellow emission appearance. F8BT is soluble in toluene
and can also be easily spin-coated. Initially, solutions were prepared and spin-coating
was carried out in the photo-lithography yellow room in a cleanroom environment. PL
measurements taken using a 375nm laser diode as excitation source measured at room
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Figure 5.2: The absorption and emission properties of a layer of F8BT deposited on a
sapphire substrate from a solution of toluene
temperature in air. Significant degradation in the PL intensity with laser exposure was
found, shown in Figure 5.3. Photo-degradation and specifically photo-oxidation are a ma-
jor challenge for light emitting polymers in general due to the sensitivity of the conjugated
bonds present, this problem is also significant for the polyfluorene class of polymers such
as F8BT[24]. The formation of bonds to oxygen when electrons are promoted to excited
states in the molecules leads to the formation of keto defects[25]. In shorter wavelength
emitting polyfluorenes this defect formation is linked to a red-shift in emission peak to-
wards the green spectral region. Due to the longer emission wavelength of F8BT caused
by the BT unit in the co-polymer, this is not visible in the degradation of the film in Fig-
ure 5.3. In this case only a decrease in PL intensity is visible, without an any discernible
change in emission spectral profile. Another potential degradation mechanism facing or-
ganic light emitting materials is photo-bleaching, which can occur when the intensity of
incident light on a material is sufficient to damage the bonds and permanently degrade the
structure of the polymer. Due to the low laser excitation power densities used and after
tests showing degradation at even lower laser power densities, the dominant degradation
mechanism was expected to be photo-oxidation.
In order to process and characterize F8BT films without significant degradation ef-
fects, air sensitive techniques were developed and implemented. Initial tests using par-
tially nitrogen purged environments for processing and carrying out PL measurements
in an optical cryostat under vacuum showed a reduction in degradation rate. After this
testing and confirming that the nature of degradation was indeed a photo-oxidation pro-
cess, all organic processing was carried out in a glove box environment with a forming
gas atmosphere (95% N2, 5%H2) using a palladium catalyst to reduce oxygen from the
atmosphere, resulting in O2 levels of < 0.5ppm, the lower limit of the detector available.
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Figure 5.3: Photoluminescence of an F8BT film deposited on a single GaN layer on sap-
phire measured at intervals of 2− 3 minutes with constant laser exposure. The F8BT film
was deposited and measured in air, excitation is with a 375nm laser diode operating at
4mW power in CW mode. A decrease of 68% in peak intensity is observed. The disconti-
nuities are from degradation that occurs between CCD acquisitions as the monochromator
scans to a new centre wavelength
Samples with F8BT films on the surface were transferred to an optical cryostat minimis-
ing exposure to oxygen and ambient light. Once held in the cryostat a turbo-molecular
pump was used to evacuate the sample chamber and maintain a vacuum of approximately
10−6Torr. The samples were then help under vacuum in darkness for at least 24 hours to
degas any adsorbed oxygen from the samples before exposure to laser illumination and PL
measurements were carried out. Figure 5.4 shows PL from an F8BT film processed and
measured using the above methods. Under identical laser power no significant degrada-
tion is observed over fifteen minutes of laser exposure. This indicates that the F8BT film
is stable enough for photoluminescence measurements to be used to characterize hybrid
structures.
F8BT was deposited onto planar bulk GaN layers to characterize the thickness of
deposited films and optimize deposition conditions. Concentrations of 2, 10 and 20mg/ml
of F8BT in toluene were deposited on to GaN layers and spin coated at a rotation speed of
4000rpm for 30s. The films were then mechanically scratched with a scalpel to selectively
remove the dried F8BT film and create a step to the GaN for the profile thickness to
be measured by AFM. Figure 5.5 shows SEM and AFM measurements of the sample
with F8BT deposited from the 20mg/ml toluene solution. The results of the thickness
measurements are shown in Table 5.1. Following this work, concentrations of between
10 and 20mg/ml were used. In order to increase thickness, multiple depositions of these
concentrations were used.
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Figure 5.4: Photoluminescence of an F8BT film deposited on a single GaN layer on sap-
phire measured at intervals of 2− 3 minutes with constant laser exposure. The F8BT film
was deposited in a glovebox environment with O2 levels < 0.5ppm, PL measurement was
carried out in a vacuum of (10−6Torr), excitation is with a 375nm laser diode operating at
4mW power in CW mode. No evidence of degradation is observed
Figure 5.5: (a) SEM image of a scratched F8BT film deposited on GaN from a solution
of F8BT in toluene with a concentration of 20mg/ml (b) AFM image of the same sample





Table 5.1: The thickness of F8BT films spin coated onto GaN from toluene solutions of
various concentrations measured by AFM
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Figure 5.6: (a) a schematic of the hybrid InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod / F8BT structure
fabricated, the F8BT is deposited directly onto the nanorod array, minimizing MQW-
F8BT separation. (b) This allows for the possibility of FRET between MQW and light
emitting polymer.
5.3 Hybrid Structures
5.3.1 Hybrid Organic/Inorganic Nanorod White Emitting Structures
Using FRET
In order to utilize non-radiative energy transfer with InGaN/GaN MQWs and mini-
mize the separation between MQW and organic excitons, the InGaN/GaN nanorod array
structures described at the beginning of this chapter have been used as the base for hybrid
structures. This novel structure combines the benefits of strain reduced, higher efficiency
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods with the high non-radiative energy transfer rates possible
with low exciton separation. A schematic of the hybrid structures fabricated is shown in
Figure 5.6. F8BT was spin coated onto III-nitride nanorods with different etch depths
before the samples were cleaved to take cross-sectional SEM images to check the ability
of the F8BT to coat the nanorod sidewalls. Figure 5.7 shows the cross-sectional SEM
images of samples with two different etch depths, 400 and 800nm. It was found that the
shallow etched nanorods were prone to the formation of voids beneath the F8BT leading
to uncoated sidewalls (which would increase exciton separation, prohibiting FRET). The
deeper etched nanorods showed a good, uniform coating of F8BT with the entire nanorod
sidewalls coated.
For hybrid structures, InGaN/GaN MQW samples were grown on double side pol-
ished c-plane sapphire substrates by MOCVD using the procedure described previously.
An aluminium nitride buffer was grown on the sapphire wafer followed by an uninten-
tionally doped 1µ m gallium nitride layer. Five periods of InGaN quantum well and GaN
barrier (2nm/9nm) were grown with a top 10nm GaN capping layer. Nanorod arrays were
fabricated using the InGaN MQW as-grown wafer with the self-assembly, post growth
process described earlier. This processing yields a self-assembled nanorod array with
typical nanorod diameters of 220nm. Two samples were fabricated, one sample was left
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Figure 5.7: (a) SEM cross-sectional image of an F8BT coated nanorod array with nanorod
etching depth of 400nm, It is clear that the F8BT is not in contact with the entire nanorod
sidewall and that voids are present at the base of the nanorods (b) F8BT coated Nanorods
with an etch depth of 800nm showing complete coverage by the F8BT over the entire
nanorod sidewalls
as a bare MQW nanorod array while a second sample was used to form a hybrid struc-
ture. F8BT processing was carried out in a glovebox with oxygen levels < 0.5ppm to
avoid possible photo-oxidation. The F8BT was dissolved in toluene to form a solution of
10mg/ml concentration, this was then spin coated onto the surface of the nanorod array
structures four times to form a thick layer of F8BT that covers the top of the nanorods
while also being in contact with the nanorod sidewalls.
Samples were transferred to an optical cryostat where they were held at a vacuum of
10−6 Torr during all optical measurements to reduce the possibility of photo-oxidation.
Room temperature PL measurements were carried out using a 375nm laser diode to se-
lectively excite InGaN MQWs as the energy is below the GaN bandgap. The samples
were excited from the substrate side, with the laser passing through the polished sapphire
base and into the nanorods to avoid the laser having to pass through a thick layer of F8BT
before reaching MQWs. The emission was also collected from the underside. The bare
MQW nanorod and hybrid samples room temperature PL is shown in Figure 5.8. So far,
during this initial stage of research no attempts have been made to optimize the colour
matching of the hybrid sample, however it is still clear that the hybrid emission spectrum
covers blue from MQW and yellow from the F8BT, closely resembling the output of a
commercial phosphor converted LED. The MQW peak centred at 450nm shows signifi-
cant quenching (64%) from bare MQW NR to hybrid, this is expected to be as a result
of the non-radiative energy transfer from MQW to F8BT. In order to investigate the non-
radiative energy transfer further, TRPL measurements were used to examine the recombi-
nation dynamics of MQW excitons in these two samples. Time correlated single photon
counting was used to measure the TRPL of the MQWs. In order to examine the decay dy-
namics of the MQWs the monochromator was set to the PL peak of the MQWs (450nm).
The MQW decay was fitted with a bi-exponential function. At room temperature, both
samples showed A1 > A2 meaning that τ1 can again be taken as the representative de-
cay lifetime τpl. The TRPL measurements were carried out under a low excitation power
density regime to ensure MQW decay is dominated by excitonic recombination processes
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Figure 5.8: Photoluminescence spectra of the MQW emission peak of a bare InGaN/GaN
MQW nanorod sample with the corresponding hybrid MQW nanorod sample with an
overlayer of F8BT
without carrier screening associated with high power densities.
The decay dynamics of MQW excitons are changed in the hybrid sample with FRET
coupling. In the bare MQW nanorod sample, the decay rate (k) is determined by Equa-
tion 5.2 where the decay rate is the reciprocal of the lifetime as in Equation 5.3.





Where kMQW , kr and knr are total, radiative and non-radiative decay rates of the MQW
respectively. In the case of the hybrid MQW nanorod sample, an additional non-radiative
decay channel is added for excitons non-radiatively transferring their energy to F8BT
excitons. In the hybrid sample the MQW decay rate is modified to Equation 5.4 where
khyb is the modified MQW decay rate in the hybrid sample and kET is the energy transfer
rate.
khyb = kr + knr + kET (5.4)
The TRPL traces for the MQW emission from both the bare MQW nanorod and the
hybrid nanorod samples are shown in figure 3. Taking τ1 as the representative decay
lifetime, the decay from the hybrid MQW, τhyb = 2.5ns, is significantly faster than the
decay lifetime of the bare MQW nanorods, τMQW = 3.7ns. These values correspond
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Figure 5.9: The TRPL decay traces of the bare MQW nanorod sample and the MQW
nanorod hybrid sample. The detection wavelength is the MQW emission peak
to decay rates of khyb = 0.4ns−1 and kMQW = 0.27ns−1 giving an energy transfer rate
of kET = 0.13ns−1. This allows the calculation of the efficiency of the energy transfer
process given by Equation 5.5 from[26], leading to an efficiency of ηET = 33%, this
value does not however take into account the fact that the typical nanorod diameter is
significantly larger than the short range of the FRET process. With the assumption that
the lifetime of the entire MQW region is modified by the presence of the F8BT, where
in this case the measured lifetime of the MQW contains both modified and un-modified





The geometry of the dimensionality of structures the donor and acceptor excitons exist
in has been shown to have a significant effect on the dependence of FRET with exciton
separation. From the localized molecular dipoles of the original work by Förster with
an inverse 6th power dependence[10] to the inverse 4th power dependence of a quan-
tum well to quantum dot[16] and the inverse square dependence of two separated two-
dimensional films[14]. This dependence was formalized by Hernandez et al. examin-
ing the dependence on dimensionality from quantum dots, quantum wires and quantum
wells[27]. Many other factors determine the energy transfer range such as dipole orienta-
tions and ordering[14], exciton localization[26], the wave vectors of MQW Wannier-Mott
excitons and dielectric properties of any barrier materials between MQW and polymer
excitons[28]. The exact nature of all of these factors in these novel nanostructures with
complex geometries is yet to be determined. The upper limit of FRET range is generally
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found to be in the order of 5-10nm [28, 29], based on the reports from literature. Taking
an upper limit of the range of FRET as 10nm, it is reasonable to consider the nanorod
structures in terms of two regions, an outer region where MQW/F8BT exciton separation
is within 10nm where FRET is possible and an inner region where the separation is greater
than 10nm leading to negligible possibility of FRET taking place, shown schematically
in Figure 5.10. If the relative volume contributions of these regions are corrected for, it is
possible to determine the energy transfer rate from this outer region of the nanorods as the
only contributor to the change in MQW lifetime. The relative volume leads to a correc-
tion factor of 5.76 giving a corrected energy transfer rate of kET = 0.76ns−1. This value
then gives a FRET efficiency of 73% where only the outer 10nm of a typical nanorod con-
tributes to FRET. This gives a picture of a structure where the nanorod centres contribute
relatively unchanged MQW recombination processes emitting blue light with a high ef-
ficiency and outer layers of the nanorods where MQW recombination is dominated by a
high speed energy transfer from MQW to F8BT leading to yellow emission.
It is possible to calculate the radiative and non-radiative decay rates (kr and knr) in
the MQW nanorod structure by using the room temperature internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) of the MQW determined by the ratio of the integrated PL intensity of the MQW







The values of the radiative and non-radiative rates in the MQW nanorod structure are
calculated as kr = 0.01 ns−1 and knr = 0.26 ns−1 respectively. Comparing these val-
ues with the non-radiative energy transfer rate in the outer 10nm of the hybrid MQW
nanorods of kET = 0.76 ns−1 highlights the dominance of the non-radiative energy trans-
fer mechanism in the strong FRET region of the hybrid samples. As kET >knr, carriers
that otherwise would have decayed non-radiatively in the MQW are now more likely to
undergo fast non-raditive energy transfer to the light emitting polymer leading to lower
overall non-radiative recombination losses in the device and therefore higher device effi-
ciencies.
To confirm the nature of the additional non-radiative mechanism found in the MQW
of the hybrid sample, a further set of samples was fabricated using green emitting (530nm)
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod arrays. Again, one sample was left as a bare MQW nanorod
structure while another had F8BT deposited on the surface to cover the nanorod array.
With these samples the spectral overlap of MQW emission and F8BT absorption is very
low, as seen in Figure 5.11, giving only negligible probability of FRET. This allows us
to rule out any non-radiative recombination processes that could take place at the surface
of the MQW sidewall due to the presence of F8BT. The MQW decay dynamics were
measured for this additional set of samples (Figure 5.12) and after fitting showed no sig-
nificant change in MQW decay lifetime as a result of surface effects at the InGaN/F8BT
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Figure 5.10: A schematic showing a nanorod of typical diameter 220nm with an outer
radius where NRET is possible and an inner radius where the separation between MQW
excitons and a the F8BT surrounding the nanorod is too large to allow NRET
Figure 5.11: The absorption spectrum of an F8BT film and the PL emission of the green
emitting MQW nanorods, The overlap of emission and absorption is very low, leading to
low resonance and therefore low probability of FRET.
interface. This supports the conclusion that the significant reduction in carrier lifetime
seen in the blue emitting MQW nanorod hybrid samples is due to non-radiative energy
transfer to the F8BT layer as opposed to any other effect of the F8BT coating.
In-order to produce white luminescence , both the emission from the blue emitting In-
GaN quantum wells and the longer wavelength down-converted emission from the poly-
mer material must be present and the relative contributions must be balanced to con-
trol the CRI. This has not been the case in some of the demonstrations of device struc-
tures employing FRET from literature, where the MQW luminescence is significantly
quenched[22]. The benefit of the hybrid MQW/F8BT structures demonstrated here is
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Figure 5.12: The TRPL decay traces of the bare green emitting MQW nanorod sample
and the green emitting MQW nanorod hybrid sample. The detection wavelength is the
MQW emission peak. The overlapping F8BT decay trace has been removed in the fitting
process
that with the FRET process dominating recombination of carriers on the edge of the
nanorods and MQW recombination dynamics not significantly changed in the centres
of the nanorods, both blue and yellow luminescence are possible in these structures. Con-
focal PL mapping was carried out on hybrid structures to examine the distribution of blue
and yellow luminescence. Figure 5.13 shows integrated PL intensity maps of the emission
of the MQW (a) and the F8BT emission (b). Both images are taken from a map of the
same area but differ only in the range of the spectral integration. It is clear that the MQW
emission in (a) is localized to emission from the InGaN MQW nanorods with typical di-
ameters of 220nm. The F8BT emission is spatially inverse to this, weak at the position
of the nanorods and strong in in the areas surrounding the nanorods. This distribution of
blue and yellow emission demonstrates the potential for such hybrid structures to generate
white light.
5.4 Summary
In conclusion, novel hybrid InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod structures coated with F8BT
have been fabricated to produce white light emission. Combining high efficiency blue
emission from the nitride based materials with high efficiency non-radiative energy trans-
fer to an organic light emitter. This approach to utilizing the non-radiative energy transfer
mechanism does not sacrifice the performance of the InGaN blue emitter. The ultra-
low separation hybrid interface allows for extremely fast non-radiative energy transfer
processes to take place and the hybrid structures show clear evidence of non-radiative
energy transfer in the reduced MQW exciton recombination lifetimes. The efficiency of
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Figure 5.13: Confocal photoluminescence maps showing integrated PL intensity of both
the MQW emission (a) and the F8BT emission (b). A clear segregation is visible with the
MQW emission localized to the MQE nanorods and F8BT emission the inverse of this.
Figure 5.14: An overlay of the confocal PL mapping of the integrated PL intensities of
InGaN blue MQW emission (Blue) and F8BT yellow emission (Yellow). Showing the
mixture of blue and yellow luminescence
the FRET process was found to be 73% in the outer 10nm of the InGaN MQW nanorods
after considering a simple static two region model. The non-radiative energy transfer rate
in the coupled region of the MQW nanorods calculated as kET = 0.76ns−1, dominating
the MQW non-radiative decay rate of kMQW = 0.26ns−1. This demonstrates the potential
of devices based on this novel structure to exhibit increased total device efficiencies over
more conventional phosphor converted planar LED devices.
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CHAPTER 6
Exciton Localization and its Effect on Non-radiative
Energy Transfer in III-Nitride based Organic/Inorganic
Hybrids
Utilizing the self-assembly post growth technique for nanorod fabrication as shown
in the previous chapter, it is possible to effectively generate non-radiative energy transfer
coupling from InGaN/GaN MQWs to a light emitting polymer. It is expected that exciton
localization of InGaN/GaN quantum wells significantly affects the carrier recombination
of InGaN based LEDs. As FRET is a direct exciton coupling, these localization effects
also have the potential to influence FRET and the behaviour of hybrid structures. As will
be shown in this chapter, temperature dependent PL and temperature dependent TRPL
measurements are performed on InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods coated with F8BT in or-
der to investigate the effect of exciton dimensionality on FRET coupling in the hybrid
organic/inorganic light emitting structures described in the previous chapter.
6.1 Localization Effects in III-Nitride Materials
As discussed in Chapter 4, exciton localization is not only strong in InGaN alloys,
but also is responsible for the high performance of InGaN based LEDs despite there is a
high density of defects still present in hetero-epitaxial III-nitride materials[1–4]. In spite
of the importance of exciton localization in InGaN alloy, there is still ongoing debate
about the dominant causes of localization in InGaN alloy. Inhomogeneity in InGaN alloys
through the formation of indium nitride rich clusters has been observed by transmission
electron microscope (TEM), reported by several independent researchers using TEM and
other techniques such as Raman optical techniques[1, 5–7].The clustering of InN rich
regions in InGaN leads to some regions where the local bandgap energy is reduced due
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to the higher mole fraction of InN. These narrower bandgap clusters have been generally
accepted to localize excitons away from non-radiative recombination centres, such as
threading dislocations.
However, it is worth noting that there exist some different views on the formation
mechanism of exciton localization, studied by TEM. It is true that electron beams can
cause some damage during the TEM measurements, leading to the appearance of some In
clustering if the electron dose used is too high. Our group and also another group have
reported that the In clustering can be generated during the TEM measurements. However,
it does not simply exclude the existence of In segregation in InGaN alloy. In any way, the
indium segregation or so-called phase separation depends on indium content, the higher
the indium content, the more easily indium segregation appears. Furthermore, the indium
segregation also depends on InGaN thickness and growth conditions for InGaN.
As discussed in Chapter 4,there are several features of the photoluminescence from
InGaN/GaN quantum wells that displays inhomogeneity and the presence of localized
states in InGaN quantum wells, such as the broad PL spectra of InGaN quantum wells
and the "s-shift" in temperature dependent PL indicating redistribution between localized
states. Sub-wavelength resolved micro PL measurements were conducted by Schomig
et al. in order to probe emission from individual localization centres in InGaN quantum
wells[8]. Extremely narrow linewidths of the PL of individual localization centres were
observed down to 0.8meV.
6.2 Energy Transfer Dependence on Localization
In 1999 Basko et al. developed a theoretical description of FRET between an inor-
ganic quantum well and an organic material film deposited on top of the inorganic struc-
ture, where the difference between energy transfer for free and localized excitons was
considered[9]. This study was limited to the linear case, the equivalent of low carrier den-
sities where the carrier dynamics are not complicated by many body effects such as carrier
scattering. The calculations of FRET were based on the joule losses of the polarization
field of the quantum well dipole with penetration into the organic material which is pro-
portional to the imaginary part of the dielectric function of the organic material. In the
case of the free excitons, Equation 6.1 is used to describe the coupling between dipoles in
two planes.
V (k, z) ∝ ke−kz (6.1)
Where V (k, z) is the dipolar coupling strength, k is the in-plane exciton wavevector, and
z is the out of plane separation between the quantum well and organic material planes.
The equation clearly indicates that for small and large values of wavevector the FRET
coupling strength is low with maximum FRET at an intermediate value of k. Basko et
al. then continued to examine the FRET process of localized excitons in the quantum
well, and proposed that the in-plane wavevector is no-longer a plane-wave as the carriers
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are modified by a random potential due to fluctuations in alloy composition or quantum
well width. The nature of the change in FRET behaviour was found to be dependent
on the localization length scale where the energy transfer lifetime is proportional to L2
where L is the localization length in the case where L << Lb where Lb is the quantum
barrier length (the out of plane separation of organic and inorganic excitons). Where for
L >> Lb the energy transfer lifetime is proportional to L−1.
The original description of FRET by Förster does not exhibit intrinsic temperature
dependence[10, 11]. However, the excitonic properties of inorganic semiconductors such
as III-nitrides sensitively depends on temperature, for instance, the IQE of InGaN quan-
tum wells. As was shown in Chapter 4, the IQE of InGaN MQWs drops with increasing
temperature due to the thermally induced de-localization of carriers from potential fluctu-
ations, leading to increased non-radiative recombination. From Equation 6.2, the original
derivation of FRET rate has a dependence on QD, the quantum yield of the energetic







Where R60 ∝ QD and the quantum yield depends on the radiative and non-radiative re-
combination lifetimes of the carriers in the quantum well, and as the non-radiative recom-
bination rate increases with temperature, it would be expected that the FRET rate would
decrease with increasing temperature. The temperature dependence of FRET from an
InGaN quantum well as energetic donor is likely to exhibit a change to this temperature
dependence as the thermally activated de-localization of excitons in InGaN quantum wells
not only changes the quantum yeild of the quantum well, but also the exciton wavevec-
tors will be changed for localized or free excitons. The temperature dependence of FRET
using an InGaN quantum well as energetic donor was observed using colloidal quantum
dots[12] and a light emitting polymer[13]. In both of these studies an increase in FRET
rate with increasing temperature was found in temperature ranges below room temper-
ature (25 − 200K and 8 − 75K respectively). In these studies, the exact nature of the
temperature dependence was not probed but the departure from the expected quantum
yield dependent reduction in FRET rate with temperature, highlighting that the change in
localization of quantum well excitons plays an important role. Rindermann et al. used
Equation 6.1 investigate the influence of the changes in exciton localization on FRET rate
between a GaN/AlGaN single quantum well with a thin capping layer and a light emitting
polymer layer deposited on top of the AlGaN cap[14]. In this work, as the quantum well
material is a binary compound, the local potential fluctuations were ascribed to quantum
well thickness variations (as opposed to alloy compositional fluctuations reported in In-
GaN quantum wells). These local potential fluctuations act as carrier localization centres
that can be thermally activated at corresponding sample temperatures. The thermal dis-
tribution of localized and free excitons was is related to the localization energy and the
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Figure 6.1: A figure by Rindermann et al. showing schematically the distribution of
exciton wavevectors for localized and free excitons[15]
density of states of localized and free excitons shown in Figure 6.1 by Rindermann et
al.[15]. Based on this argument, the FRET rate and efficiency were measured for a GaN
quantum well with AlGaN barriers (a thin top AlGaN capping layer with a thickness of
4 nm) and a light emitting polymer F8BT, as a function of sample temperature. Time
resolved PL techniques were used to study the change in recombination rate of the GaN
quantum well due to the FRET process in hybrid samples as discussed in Chapter 5. The
FRET rate was found to remain constant with temperature below 50K, where excitons are
predominantly localized, the FRET rate then increased to a maximum at 130K where free
excitons are thought to dominate. Finally, a slow reduction in FRET rate was observed
with further increasing temperature as the exciton wavevector increases further.
6.3 Temperature Dependent Optical Properties of InGaN/GaN
MQW Nanorods
As discussed in Chapter 4 the optical properties of InGaN quantum wells exhibit lo-
calization related behaviour. As the excitonic localization is sensitive to temperature, it is
necessary to study exciton localization dependence of FRET in hybrid InGaN/GaN MQW
nanorods coated with a light emitting polymer by means of temperature dependent PL and
TRPL measurements. Blue emitting InGaN/GaN MQWs were grown on c-plane sapphire
substrates by our MOCVD using our high temperature AlN buffer technique, as described
in the previous chapters. Following an initial surface treatment of the substrate at a high
temperature under H2, an AlN buffer layer with a thickness of 100− 500nm was directly
deposited on the sapphire substrate, and then a thick GaN layer was subsequently grown
at 1130◦C prior to the growth of ten periods of InGaN quantum wells with GaN barriers.
The typical InGaN well thickness is 2.5nm, and the GaN barrier is 10nm. The top-down
self assembly Ni mask nanorod fabrication processed was then applied as described in
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Figure 6.2: The temperature dependent recombination lifetime of InGaN/GaN MQW
nanorods. The lifetime increases slightly from 10K to 70K where drops quickly until
a temperature of 140K where the rate of lifetime reduction is reduced. A line to guide the
eye is shown through the measured data points.
detail in Chapter 4. This resulted in InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods showing a strong PL
emission at 455 nm at room temperature. For comparison, two identical nanorod samples
have been prepared, one with a coating of F8BT as described in the previous chapter,
another as a control, where a layer of polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA), a transparent
insulating polymer, was deposited on the nanorod surface and does show any FRET.
TRPL measurements have been performed on the control MQW, the InGaN/GaN
nanorod array with PMMA coating, the temperature dependent PL lifetime is shown in
Figure 6.2 where the lifetimes are fitted based on with a standard bi-exponential function
as in the previous chapter. The lifetime shows an initial increase with increasing temper-
ature from 7K up to 70K before dropping quickly, and then decreasing at a reduced rate
above 140K. As discussed in Chapter 4, the initial increase in lifetime is due to a combi-
nation of the thermalized excitons in the quantum wells[16, 17] and the redistribution to
deeper localized states, leading to emission with longer wavelengths and therefore longer
radiative lifetimes as a result of the polar nature of c-plane nitrides[18]. This thermally in-
duced redistribution demonstrates the presence of localized states in the InGaN quantum
wells. As temperature is further increased, the lifetime quickly drops due to the thermal
activation of non-radiative recombination centres. At temperatures above≈ 140K the rate
of decrease of lifetime with increasing temperature is reduced, indicating that a significant
fraction of excitons are de-localized.
Temperature dependent PL measurements were carried out for the control sample to
understand the localization properties of the InGaN MQWs. This allowed the determina-
tion of an activation energy related to the localization of excitons in the MQW as discussed
in Chapter 4. An Arrhenius plot is presented in Figure 6.3 (a) exhibiting an activation
energy, which is equivalent to a temperature of 160K. The full width at half maximum
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Figure 6.3: (a) an Arrhenius plot of the integrated PL intensity of the PMMA coated
control InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod sample yielding an activation energy corresponding
to a temperature of 160K. (b) the PL full width at half maximum values as a function of
temperature, a turning point is clear at a temperature of 150K corresponding to significant
degree of de-localization of excitons in the InGaN MQWs
(FWHM) of the PL emission peaks were measured as a function of temperature, given
in 6.3 (b). The FWHM shows a significant increase at ≈ 70K before reaching another
turning point at 150K where the increase in FWHM becomes very slow. This behaviour
can be understood again as a signature of localized states in the InGaN quantum well. At
low temperatures excitons are trapped in localization centres. With increasing tempera-
ture, the excitons obtain enough thermal energy in order to escape the localization cen-
tres, thermalizing between localization states with different localization depths[19]. The
temperatures that correspond to the activation energies obtained through the Arrhenius fit-
ting, the FWHM temperature dependence and the TRPL lifetime temperature dependence
(160K, 150K and 140K respectively) are all in reasonably good agreement, indicating that
significant thermal de-localization of excitons occurs at around 150K.
6.4 Temperature Dependent Non-radiative Energy Trans-
fer due to Exciton Localization
The non-radiative energy transfer between InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods and the F8BT
coating has been studied using the same TRPL technique described in the previous chap-
ter. The PL lifetimes of the hybrid sample with InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods coated with
F8BT and the control sample with a PMMA coating have been measured as a function
of temperature under identical conditions. The sample temperature was varied from 7 to
300K using a Janis optical cryostat. The measured TRPL data is shown in Figure 6.5
at several temperatures from 7 − 300K. After measuring TRPL, the PL decay transients
were fitted based on a standard bi-exponential function and the dominant fast decay time
taken as the representative PL lifetime as usual. The decay rates of the two samples are
shown in Figure 6.5, where the decay rate k is the reciprocal of the exponential lifetime
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Figure 6.4: The measured TRPL decay data at various temperatures for the InGaN/GaN
MQW nanorods in the control sample: PMMA coated nanorods (a) and hybrid sample:
F8BT coated nanorods (b). The intensities at different temperatures have been offset for
clarity.
Figure 6.5: The decay rate of both PMMA coated MQW nanorod control sample and
F8BT coated hybrid MQW nanorod sample as a function of temperature. A clear differ-




. Figure 6.5 clearly shows that the decay rate of the hybrid sample is higher
than that of the control sample at all temperatures. This is expected, as was shown in the
previous chapter, the hybrid sample has an additional non-radiative decay channel due to
FRET, which modifies the recombination rate into khyb = kr + knr + kET . Above 70K
the difference between the hybrid and control decay rates changes significantly, where
the decay rate of the hybrid sample becomes faster than that of the control sample. In
order to gain better understanding of this behaviour, the non-radiative energy transfer rate
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Figure 6.6: Temperature dependent non-radiative energy transfer rate. The rate is initially
low until a temperature of 80K where the rate increases before saturating at a temperature
of 230K. A guide for the eye is drawn through the data points.
Figure 6.7: Non-radiative energy transfer efficiency as a function of temperature for hy-
brid nanorod samples. A sigmoidal fit is also plotted to extract a maximum gradient at
a temperature of 70K corresponding to the onset of significant thermal de-localization of
MQW excitons.
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and efficiency were calculated from the measured decay rates of the hybrid and control
samples. Using the hybrid khyb and control kMQW decay rates:






The energy transfer rate for the hybrid sample is plotted as a function of temperature,
shown in Figure 6.6. A clear trend of increasing non-radiative energy transfer rate is
visible with increasing temperature. The NRET rate stays relatively constant until a tem-
perature of 70K where NRET rate begins to increase. At 230K the NRET rate appears
to saturate. The increase in NRET rate with increasing temperature is due to the delo-
calization of excitons as a result of thermalization effects in the InGaN quantum wells,
which leads to an increase in plane wavevector. Equation 6.1 shows that the NRET rate
will increase until a certain level as the exciton wavevector increases. The relatively wide
range between the onset of the increase in NRET rate and saturation (70K to 230K) can
be understood based on the significant inhomogeneity of InGaN, unlike the GaN quan-
tum well studied by Rindermann et al. [14, 15], InGaN as a ternary alloy, is subject to
not only well width fluctuations but also alloy segregation as an additional localization
mechanism.
The NRET efficiency obtained using Equation 6.4 is plotted as a function of tempera-
ture in Figure 6.7. The general trend in behaviour is similar to that of the NRET rate, with
an increasing NRET efficiency with increasing temperature. However, it is worth high-
lighting that there some differences. The NRET efficiency as a function of temperature
can be empirically fit with a Gompertz sigmoidal function as described by Equation 6.5.
y = ae−e
(−k(x−xc)) (6.5)
Where, a is the value of y at which it saturates, xc is the centre value of x at which y = ae .
The Gompertz sigmoidal function is used to describe an exponential growth, which is lim-
ited by a factor such as a lack of resources. In this case, the NRET efficiency is related to
the population of localized and de-localized excitons which is determined by the thermal
energy of carriers and the distribution of localization energies in the InGaN material. This
empirical fitting yields an xc value of 70K, this temperature where the function reaches
the largest gradient, which represents the de-localization of InGaN MQW excitons. This
temperature correlates well with the onset of de-localization observed in the change in PL
lifetime and the change in PL FWHM behaviour. As Figure 6.2 shows, 70K is the turning
point at which MQW PL lifetime starts to drop due to thermal activation of non-radiative
recombination centres. Further examining Figure 6.3 (b) the FWHM of the PL emission
peak starts to increase significantly at around 60K. The NRET efficiency shows a satu-
ration of the significant increase in NRET efficiency at a temperature of ≈ 150K. This
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temperature is in good agreement with the thermal activation energy obtained by Arrhe-
nius plot (160K), the change in TRPL lifetime corresponding to de-localization (140K)
and the plateau in FWHM at (150K). Therefore this peak in NRET efficiency clearly
coincides with the thermal de-localization of MQW excitons.
There are two significant differences between the NRET rate and NRET efficiency
temperature dependences: the initial behaviour at low temperatures and the saturation
temperature. The initial increase in NRET efficiency occurs immediately with increasing
temperature from 7K, while the NRET rate in this range remains almost constant in the
same temperature range until a temperature of 80K before rising significantly with further
increasing temperature. To understand this, the temperature dependent lifetime plotted in
Figure 6.2is important, showing that the lifetime of the carriers in the InGaN/GaN MQWs
initially increases with temperature up to 70K as a result of the redistribution of carriers
between localized states with a general move from shallow to deeper localized states,
as stated previously. In this temperature range, the excitons in the InGaN MQWs are
still predominantly localized. Therefore, it is expected that there is no significant change
in the exciton wavevector and consequently the NRET rate is not expected to increase.
Equation 6.4 shows that as the decay rate of the InGaN/GaN MQW kMQW decreases,
the NRET efficiency will increase and can be understood as a reduction in competition
between MQW recombination processes and NRET.
The reason for the difference in the temperature at which the NRET rate and NRET
efficiency saturate is less clear, there are several possible causes for this type of behaviour.
It is worth noting that there are several differences between structures reported here and
those reported by Rindermann et al.[14, 15]. In the case of a single quantum well with an
organic overlayer, the energy transfer is simplified to that between two planes. In contrast,
the hybrid structures presented here show a completely different geometry, leading to
major differences in the energy transfer dynamics. The coupling between two planes
given by Equation 6.1 shows the dependence on the in-plane exciton wavevector, while
in our sample the quantum wells essentially appear as disks embedded in an organic
medium. In this case the separation of MQW and F8BT excitons varies with in-plane
propagation of the MQW excitons. As was discussed in 5, due to the short range of NRET
coupling, only an outer ring of these quantum disks can contribute to NRET. Localized
excitons, by their nature are fixed in position and the dimensions of this nanorod outer
ring will not change. However, once excitions are thermally de-localized, they are free
to move throughout the nanorod, depending on the exciton mobility. This leads to a
significant change in the effective sizes of the two regions as a result of the change in
exciton mobility due to thermal activation.
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6.5 Summary
The temperature dependence of exciton localization in InGaN has been used in order
to study the effect of exciton dimensionality on non-radiative energy transfer between
InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods and a light emitting polymer. Temperature dependent TRPL
measurements allowed to the NRET rate to be examined as a function of temperature.
A pronounced increase of NRET rate and efficiency is seen with increasing temperature.
The NRET efficiency was found to increase by a factor of 6.7 at room temperature (300K)
in comparison to low temperature (7K). The onset of this increase in NRET rate and
efficiency was found to correspond to the thermally activated delocalization of excitons
in the InGaN quantum wells.
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Surface Passivation of InGaN/GaN MQW Nanorods and
the Effect on Non-radiative Energy Transfer
7.1 Background
Although strong non-radiative energy transfer has been achieved as a result of us-
ing our nanorod structures as described in Chapter 4, it is still necessary to make further
improvements in terms of practical applications. It is well-known that surface state is-
sues exist in nanorod array structures, which is expected to significantly modify the band
structure and thus the population of carriers such as excitons at the region between the In-
GaN/GaN MQWs and the F8BT, the critical area for the FRET process to occur. In order
to effectively suppress the surface state issue, passivation of semiconductor surfaces is
generally used in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. Bulk crystalline semiconduc-
tors are typically considered under the assumption of an infinite period potential created
by the crystal lattice. When this lattice changes or stops, carriers in the material exhibit
significantly modified behaviour. For a semiconductor surface, the potential is modified
from that in the periodic lattice potential due to the presence of the surface bonds. These
surface bonds form surface states and pin the Fermi level at the energy of these surface
states. With the Fermi level pinned by surface states, a space charge is formed at the sur-
face which not only significantly affects the carrier recombination dynamics of the mate-
rial (so-called surface recombination, a non-radiative recombination through the surface
states), but also modifies the band positions relative to the bulk semiconductor. The sur-
face of both polar and non-polar GaN has been measured to exhibit upward band bending
(increasing energy) at surfaces indicating that the band bending is due to charged surface
states as opposed to the effects of polarization[1]. For GaN, this effect leads to electron
depletion at the surface while the surface state effect causes InN to possess a surface elec-
tron accumulation layer as a result of the pinning of Fermi level at about 0.8eV above the
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conduction band minimum. The transition between electron depletion and accumulation
is predicted to occur at 30% indium composition, which is higher than the 16% used for
the growth and fabrication of the blue emitting InGaN/GaN MQWs presented in this work
[2].
Passivation of surface states involves the deposition of another material on the exposed
surface to suppress the generation of surface states by the exposed bonds at the surface,
reducing the Fermi pinning, and therefore the band bending. In conventional III-V semi-
conductors such as GaAs, surface state non-radiative recombination is very severe, and
thus passivation of surface states is crucial [3]. The bond structure of GaN is a mixture of
covalent and ionic, and is different from most conventional semiconductor materials that
are significantly more covalent. This difference in bond structure influences the nature of
the surface states and thus reduces the non-radiative recombination rate at surface states
compared with GaAs [4].
Martinez et al. demonstrated that sulphur coatings can passivate surface states in
GaN, which is similar to the GaAs system[5]. By means of the treatment of GaN surfaces
with ammonium and sodium sulphide solutions, sulphide coatings were prepared on GaN
surfaces, leading to a reduction in recombination at surface states and consequently an
increases in PL intensity. Electrical measurements on the fabricated Schottky contacts
to the passivated GaN shows that the passivation has effectively removed the effect of
surface states on Fermi pinning at the surface. This highlights the potential for surface
passivation techniques in effectively reducing or eliminating band bending at surfaces.
Typical surface passivation in semiconductor materials processing involves the use
of dielectric materials such as silicon dioxide and silicon nitride deposited by chemical
vapour deposition techniques. [6]. However, so far, there have only been a limited number
reports on the passivation on III-nitride nanostructures[7, 8] without a clear consensus and
of course, there are no studies of the passivation effect on the non-radiative energy transfer
between inorganic semiconductor and organic semiconductor.
In this chapter, a new approach for the surface passivation on InGaN/GaN MQW
nanorods has been developed, effectively suppressing the surface state, and significantly
improving the FRET process between the InGaN/GaN MQW excitons and the F8BT ex-
citons.
7.2 Sample Preparation and Optical Characterization
In order to study the effect of surface passivation on the optical properties of In-
GaN/GaN MQW nanorods, a set of 10 periods of InGaN/GaN MQWs with blue emis-
sion were used. The structure is identical to that used in Chapter 6. Silicon nitride was
deposited on the surface the InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod samples by PECVD. Silicon ni-
tride was chosen as the passivation material as the precursor gasses NH3 and SiH4 will
not lead to the formation of a native oxide layer on the GaN surface[6], simplifying the
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Figure 7.1: AFM image of a planar film of silicon nitride deposited on to GaN. The silicon
nitride is visible as a roughening of the surface.
passivation mechanism. A range of different deposition times (0, 45, 60, 90, 180, 360 and
540 seconds) were used to control the layer thickness. Characterizing the thickness of
films deposited on a three dimensional structures is challenging. In order to make an
accurate estimation of film thickness, depositions were performed on planar substrates
under identical conditions, characterized using ellipsometry. For the deposition on the
planar substrates, the film thicknesses have been found to linearly depend on deposition
time in a wide range from 8nm to 100nm . It is worth highlighting that the PECVD pro-
cess is not completely isotropic and the deposition rate on vertical surfaces may be less
than that on horizontal surfaces. Furthermore the shadowing effects of adjacent nanorods
may also lead to a reduction in the rate of deposition on the sidewalls of the nanorods. An
AFM image of the silicon nitride deposited on a planar GaN layer is shown in Figure 7.1.
The deposited film is conformal as the two-dimensional lattice steps of the underlying
GaN which is typical for our GaN grown using our high temperature AlN buffer are still
visible. The surface rms roughness is increased from 0.1nm for the GaN to 0.2nm for the
silicon nitride coated sample.
Photoluminescence measurements were carried out on the set of passivated nanorod
samples with a 375nm laser diode as excitation source at room temperature, presented in
Figure 7.2. It shows a significant improvement in the PL intensity as a result of increasing
SiN thickness due to the passivation effect compared to the bare nanorod sample. In order
further study the influence of the passivation on the optical properties, temperature de-
pendent PL measurements have been carried out. The PL spectra were measured at both
room temperature (300K) and low temperature (7K), where the ratio of the integrated PL
intensity at 300K to that at 7K can be used to compare their IQE. It needs to be high-
lighted that the absolute value of IQE obtained though this approach is not accurate, but
it is reasonable for the purposes of making comparisons as long as the measurements are
performed under identical conditions, such as excitation power. The nominal IQE as a
function of silicon nitride deposition thickness is presented in 7.3. Compared with the
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Figure 7.2: Room temperature PL spectra of the passivated InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod
samples.
Figure 7.3: Internal quantum efficiency for InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods with different
thicknesses of silicon nitride surface passivation. The IQE values were calculated based
on the room temperature / low (7K) temperature integrated PL intensity ratios. A guide
line for the eye is shown through the measured data points.
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Figure 7.4: Room temperature TRPL of the InGaN GaN MQW nanorods without treat-
ment, and with various thicknesses of silicon nitride. The decay of the untreated sample
is clearly faster than all of the treated samples.
untreated sample, the IQE of the samples coated with SiN quickly increases and saturates
at an increased level by a factor of 1.8. Further increasing the SiN thickness beyond 90
seconds for the deposition will not lead to further improvement in IQE. TRPL measure-
ments have also been performed on the set of passivated InGaN/GaN MQW nanorods
and untreated nanonrods at room temperature. The measured data is shown overlayed in
Figure 7.4 and indicates that the untreated sample has faster decay than all of the treated
samples. The recombination lifetimes of the samples are given in Figure 7.5, showing a
clear increase in lifetime for the passivated MQW nanorod samples over the un-passivated
sample, which is consistent with Figure 7.3. This behaviour also supports the conclu-
sions drawn in Chapter 4, namely, the longer decay observed in the InGaN/GaN MQW
nanorods than that of the as grown MQWs at room temperature is due to a reduction in
non-radiative recombination.
7.3 Enhanced FRET due to Passivation of Nanorods
As the non-radiative energy transfer process studied in the hybrid InGaN/GaN MQW
nanorods with F8BT coating is a short range effect, the effect of surface states could
potentially be significant on the FRET process. A set of InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod
samples have been fabricated in order to investigate this effect,. Silicon nitride films were
deposited by PECVD with varying deposition times before spin coating F8BT onto the
surface of the nanorods. A control set of samples were also prepared with identical silicon
nitride deposition, with an insulating PMMA coating for comparison purposes.
Figure 7.7 shows the NRET rate of the hybrid InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod samples as
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Figure 7.5: TRPL derived room temperature lifetimes of the InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod
samples with silicon nitride deposition time. The lifetime of all passivated samples is in-
creased compared to the untreated sample. A guide for the eye is shown with the measured
data points.
Figure 7.6: Room temperature TRPL of the InGaN GaN MQW nanorods without treat-
ment, and with various thicknesses of silicon nitride. (a) shows the decay of the PMMA
coated control samples and (b) shows the decay if the hybrid F8BT coated samples.
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Figure 7.7: Non-radiative energy transfer rate of the hybrid InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod
samples with silicon nitride passivation layer deposition time. The NRET rate increases
with silicon nitride passivation thickness, with an apparent peak for 60 seconds of silicon
nitride deposition. A guide for the eye is draw through the data points.
a function of SiN deposition time, indicating that the NRET rate increases with increasing
the silicon nitride deposition time (equivalent to increasing passivation thickness) up to
60 seconds and then reduces with further increasing the deposition time. A remarkable
increase in the NRET rate can be seen, with NRET rate enhanced by a factor of more
than 3 compared with the untreated sample, meaning that the deposition of SiN massively
enhances the energy transfer between the InGaN/GaN excitons and the F8BT excitons
Due to the large exposed surface area of nanorod structures, surface states and surface
effects can potentially play a significant role in the carrier dynamics. Chan et al. attributed
the long PL decay components of InGaN MQW nanorods to trapping of carriers in sur-
face traps as a consequence of the presence of surface states[9]. Calarco et al. investigated
surface states in GaN nanowires grown by MBE[10] and performed photo-conductivity
measurements on a number of individual GaN nanowires with different diameters. For
small nanowire diameters the photo-conductivity was found to increase exponentially
with nanowire diameter up to a threshold diameter, above which the photo-conductivity
increases linearly with further increasing diameter. A simple model based on surface
states has been proposed in order to explain these two different kinds of behaviour. As
a result of surface states, both the conduction and valence bands are proposed to bend
to higher energies than in the bulk due to the space charge generated by pinning effect,
and thus this band bending leads to the formation of an electron depletion region at the
surface of the nanowires. The width of this depletion region depends on the diameters
of the nanowire, for example, thin nanowires do not allow the bands to return to the bulk
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Figure 7.8: Schematic of the bans structure as a function of nanowire diameter[10]. For
nanowires with diameters greater than the critical diameter, a neutral, bulk-like region
exists in the nanowire centre.
level (the level in the centre of the nanorods), while above a critical diameter, the bands
are able to return to the bulk band energies. This is shown schematically in Figure 7.8 by
Calarco et al. The increasing barrier height with increasing nanorod diameter is responsi-
ble for the initial exponential increase in photoconductivity as the barrier to non-radiative
recombination at surface states increases. Further increases in nanowire diameter above
the critical diameter does not lead to a further rise in the barrier height. For the self assem-
bled nanorods presented in this thesis, typical diameters are 220nm, significantly larger
than the critical diameter, which is 80-100nm, reported by Calarco et al. This implies that
the bands in the self assembled nanorods studies in this thesis are likely to be fully bent.
7.4 Dependence of Energy Transfer on Surface State Pas-
sivation
The deposition of SiN on the surface of sidewalls of the nanorods is expected to gen-
erate two effects: (1) passivate surface states; (2) increase the spatial separation between
the InGaN/GaN MQW excitons and the F8BT excitons.
The passivation is expected to enhance the FRET process. As pointed out by by
Calarco et al., the existence of surface states pins the Fermi level, leading to band bending
and a depletion region at the surface of GaN nanorods[10]. This depletion region will
effectively increase the separation between the excitons from InGaN/GaN MQW and the
F8BT excitons. Therefore, this depletion region is very significant in terms of hybrid
structures, as this is also the region where FRET is most significant (due to the short
range of the FRET process).
The influence of the passivation on the band structure is despicted schematically in
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Figure 7.9: A schematic showing a nanorod with F8BT coating. (a) is a hybrid nanorod
with no passivation, the band bending due to surface states leads to depletion in the edges
on the nanorod where FRET is most likely. (b) shows a hybrid nanorod with silicon nitride
passivation, with the surface states passivated the band bending and depletion is reduced,
increasing the carrier density in the high FRET region of the outer ring of the nanorod.
Figure 7.9. Figure 7.9 (a) shows that the depletion region (without passivation) leads to
an increase in the effective separation between the InGaN/GaN MQWs and the F8BT,
while Figure 7.9 (b) clearly demonstrates that the silicon nitride passivation effectively
suppresses the surface states, leading to a significant reduction in band bending. Firstly,
this will facilitate an increase in the exciton population in the outer region of the nanorods,
generating a higher population of carriers which can be involved in the FRET process.
Secondly, it also leads to a reduction in the effective separation between the InGaN/GaN
MQWs and the F8BT, thus enhancing the FRET process.
On the one hand, longer deposition times of SiN (thicker films) is expected to enhance
the passivation effect, in particular, for our case where the SiN needs to be deposited
on the surface of the Nanorod sidewalls. On the other hand, a thicker SiN layer will
reduce the FRET process due to an increase in the effective separation, as the FRET
is very sensitive to the separation and the typical working range is around 10nm. The
expected behaviour of FRET with increasing passivation layer thickness is expected to be
a competition, between the initial increase of FRET due to passivation of surface states
and reduction in the FRET rate due to the spatial separation induced by the presence of
the passivation layer. This behaviour describes an optimum thickness of SiN, where the
NRET rate will be a maximum, with lower NRET rates with either thinnner films (due to
unpassivated surface states) or thicker films (increased exciton separation due to the SiN
barrier). This behaviour can clearly be seen in Figure 7.7, where the untreated sample
shows low NRET rate, with NRET reaching a maximum for samples with a 60 second
SiN deposition, before dropping for samples with longer SiN deposition times.
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The effect of the silicon nitride on the nanorod surfaces is not only to passivate sur-
face states, but with increasing thickness of silicon nitride, the separation between MQW
excitons and F8BT excitons will increase. As shown in Chapters 5 and 6, increasing the
exciton separation will reduce the FRET rate. The expected behaviour of FRET with
increasing passivation layer thickness is expected to be a competition, between the ini-
tial increase of FRET due to passivation of surface states and reduction in the FRET rate
due to the spatial separation induced by the presence of the passivation layer. In-order
to understand this competition, the effectiveness of the passivation by silicon nitride in
reducing band bending and the exact exciton separation dependence of FRET in these
three dimensional structures needs to be quantitatively known. As a focus of further re-
search, more extensive passivation studies using different thicknesses of passivation layer
and different passivation materials are required.
7.5 Summary
A simple passivation process for application in the fabrication of the hybrid organic
polymer and InGaN/GaN nanostructures has been developed, leading to a significant sup-
pression in surface states, and thus a significant enhancement in the FRET between In-
GaN/GaN MQW excitons and the F8BT excitons. The efficiency of the FRET can be
increased by a factor more than three compared with the structure without the passiva-
tion process. A simple model based on surface state has been established, supporting the
conclusion.
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Conclusions and Further Work
8.1 Summary of Results
InGaN/GaN Nanorod Arrays
A post growth nanorod fabrication process was employed to fabricate nanorod arrays
using InGaN/GaN MQW wafers. The process involves the deposition of SiO2 followed
by a thin Ni layer on the surface of the wafer. Thermal annealing causes the Ni film to
self-organize into nanoislands, which can then act as an etch mask. Reactive ion etching
followed by inductively coupled plasma etching are used to etch through the MQW layer
resulting in arrays of MQW nanorods.
Fabrication of these array structures results in significantly increased room temper-
ature photoluminescence intensity compared to the as-grown wafer. The room temper-
ature IQE was measured to increase significantly compared to the as-grown wafers for
InGaN/GaN MQWs at emission wavelengths from violet to green. The increase in PL
intensity is accompanied by a blue-shift in emission wavelength. This correlates with
strain relaxation observed in the InGaN MQW nanorods confirmed by XRD RSM mea-
surements.
Time resolved PL measurements highlighted that the room temperature PL lifetime of
the MQW nanorod structures is significantly enhanced compared to the as grown wafer.
This indicates a significant reduction in non-radiative recombination in the nanorod struc-
tures. A model based on the reduction of excitonic diffusion to non-radiative recombina-
tion centres by lateral confinement of the nanorod structures was proposed to account for
this behaviour.
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Hybrid Organic/Inorganic Nanorod Structures Using Non-radiative Energy Trans-
fer
Using the InGaN/GaN MQW nanorod arrays, hybrid structures were fabricated by
depositing a light emitting polymer surrounding the nanorods. Combining blue emitting
MQW nanorods and yellow emitting light emitting polymer produced a novel white light
emitting structure. These novel structures exhibit efficient non-radiative energy transfer
(NRET) from the MQWs to the light emitting polymer. The NRET process is a near-field
effect and as such is limited to short range (typically < 10nm), the nanorod structure
efficiently allows the separation of MQW and light emitting polymer to be reduced to
within this range. Time resolved PL measurements show a significantly increased PL
decay rate in the hybrid MQW nanorods compared to the as etched MQW nanorods.
This decrease is attributed to the additional non-radiative decay channel as energy is non-
radiatively transferred to the light emitting polymer. The NRET efficiency was calculated
to be 73% after being corrected for the volume contribution of the near-field region.
The Influence of Exciton Localization on Non-radiative Energy Transfer
Due to the direct excitonic coupling of NRET, the dimensionality of excitons in the In-
GaN MQWs can affect the energy transfer process. The dimensionality of InGaN MQW
excitons can be changed from localized to delocalized by thermally activating the local-
ization centres with increasing temperature. Temperature dependent time resolved PL
measurements showed that the NRET efficiency increases by a factor of 6.7 from 7K to
300K. The delocalized excitons at room temperature exhibit significantly higher energy
transfer efficiency than the localized excitons at cryogenic temperatures.
Passivation of Nanorod surfaces and Increased Non-radiative Energy Transfer Effi-
ciency
Due to the large exposed surface area of the nanorod arrays, surface states are a poten-
tial issue. A surface passivation technique was used, namely, deposition of a thin layer of
SiN on the surface of nanorod arrays. The passivated MQWs showed an increased room
temperature IQE compared to unpassivated samples. An increase in room temperature PL
lifetime for the passivated samples indicates that non-radiative surface recombination is
partially quenched.
The passivation technique was applied to fabricate hybrid structures where a SiN layer
was deposited on the nanorod surfaces before deposition of the light emitting polymer
layer. Varying the SiN thickness demonstrated, at optimum thickness, a three fold in-
crease in the energy transfer efficiency of the hybrid structures compared to the unpas-
sivated samples. A model based on a reduction of band bending at the surface caused
by surface state passivation is proposed. The reduction in surface band bending reduces
the surface depletion region, increasing the density of carriers in the outer region of the
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nanorods, hence reducing effective exciton separation. This reduction in separation leads
to increased energy transfer efficiency. Increasing the thickness of SiN further, reduces
then energy transfer efficiency and is understood by increasing the physical separation.
8.2 Further Work
This project has demonstrated the benefits of the nanorod structures which can dramat-
ically improve the optical properties of InGaN/GaN MQWs. The fabrication of nanorod
arrays also lead to the fabrication of hybrid organic/inorganic white light emitters with
high efficiency non-radiative energy transfer. The non-radiative energy transfer process
allows for potentially higher efficiency white LEDs. In order to extend this work the next
major landmark is the fabrication of an electrically injected hybrid white light emitting de-
vice based on these novel hybrid nanorod arrays. Previous work by the group in Sheffield
has demonstrated the ability to fabricate electrically injected MQW nanorod array LEDs.
In order to fabricate electrically injected hybrid devices the main challenge is to complete
the processing required to fabricate an inorganic nanorod LED (contact deposition, an-
nealing) within the limitations of the stability of the organic material. This will require
processing to be carried out without the presence of oxygen. The temperature stabil-
ity of organic materials also requires consideration. The wide variety of organic materials
available, and yet to be investigated, may allow material with better thermal stability to be
chosen. In order to achieve the best results, a compromise will be required on the contact
annealing temperature. Further research is needed on the fabrication of Ohmic contacts
at low temperature for the hybrid structures. The use of Pd/Au metals without a thermal
annealing process can be used to produce ohmic contacts on p-GaN and is a promising
technique for application to these novel structures. To improve the performance of these
hybrid devices the use of blends of various polymer materials could be used. This will
allow precise tuning of the colour quality of the emission of the devices.
Further work is required to better understand the nature of the energy transfer process,
such as the difference in the temperature dependence of the energy transfer efficiency and
energy transfer rate in the hybrid structures. Based on the work in this thesis the dif-
ferences are most likely related to the change in excitonic diffusion length as a result of
the lateral confinement of the nanorod structures. In order to investigate this it is recom-
mended that nanorods with different diameters are fabricated to enable the investigation of
the temperature dependence of NRET rate and efficiency. This would allow the influence
of the nanorod lateral confinement on the energy transfer process to be isolated.
The passivation process could be further improved by using other passivation tech-
niques. The use of a technique such as atomic layer deposition (ALD) would allow very
accurately controlled deposition thicknesses of passivating materials. Alternative passiva-
tion processes such as chemical treatments would also be worth investigating. The typical
process for surface passivation in III-V materials is the use of sulphides. This technique
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would allow the passivation of surface states without the inclusion of a significant thick-
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